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statelnent.

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) is publishing
herein the regulatory impact analysis
(RIA) tha tithas prepared under
Executive Order 12291 and the
Regula tory Flexibility Act (Pub. L. 96
354) on the cos ts and benefits of the
food labeling regulations that 'FDA is
currently proposing to amend. FDA is
issuing these proposals (published
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal
Register) in response to the Nutrition
Labeling and Education Act of 1990 (the
1990 amendments) and as part of the
Secretary of Health and ffuman
Services' (the Secretary's) food labeling
reform initiative. The agency has
prepared this comprehensive RIA
document for these proposals because,
when taken together, they constitute a
major rule.
DATES: Written comments by February
25,1992.
ADDRESSES: Submit written comments
to the Dockets Management Branch
(HFA-305), Food and Drug
Administration, Rm. 1-23, 12420
Parklawn Dr., Rockville, MD 20857.
Comments should be identified with the
docket number found in brackets in the
heading of this document.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Richard A. \Villiams, Jr., Center for Food
Safety and Applied Nutrition (HFF-303),
Food and Drug Administration, 200 C St.
SW., Washington, DC 20204, 202-485
0271.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: FDA is
publishing herein its RIA of the
proposed rules to amend the food
labeling regulations. This document
analyzes both the cos ts and the benefits,
including the impact on sn1all -
businesses, of FDA's proposals
(published elsewhere in this issue of the
Federal Register) to reform the food
label in response to the 1990
amendrnents and the Secretary's food
labeling initiative. This analysis was

prepared by the Economics Section of
the Office of Compliance in FDA's
Center for Food Safety and Applied
Nutrition (CFSAN).

The food labeling reform initiative.
taken as a \vhole, will have associa ted
costs in excess of the $100 million
threshold that defines a major rule.
Therefore, in accordance with Executive
Order 12291 and the Regula tory
Flexibility Act (Pub. L. 96-354), FDA has
developed one conlprehensive RIA that
presents the costs and benefits of all of
the food labeling proposals taken
together. FDA requests COffilnents on the
RI.t\.

I. Introduction

The 1990 amendments amend the
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act
(the act) to expand the coverage of
nutrition labeling to all food products
(except Ineat and poultry), produce more
ingredient labeling, regulate health
claims, and standardize nutrient content
claim definitions and serving sizes. The
1990 amendments require that the
nutrition information on both the food
label and on eating establishment
menus be readily understandable by the
public. These changes to the food label
are the most cOlnprehensive changes to
be proposed in 53 years. FDA has
proposed implementing regulations for
the 1990 amendments and estimated the
costs and benefits of the proposed
changes and regula tory options within
the act. However, even before the 1990
amendments were enacted FDA
believed that the food label could be
improved and \vas engaged in proposing
a series of similar regula tions.

In order to evaluate the need for
Federal intervention, FDA examined the
market for food label information and
found that less than the optimal amount
of nutrition information was being
produced because consumers cannot,
independently, determine the nutritional
quali ty of food, thus leading to
insufficient incentives for manufacturers
to reveal the nutrient content of their
products or produce nutritious food.
FDA undertook two studies to determine
the costs and benefits of these proposed
regulations, by engaging a contractor,
Research Triangle Institute (RTI). These
studies were done over a period of 3
years under the direction of the
EconOlnics Section of CFSAN.

A. Costs of the 1990 AnlendI17ents

rrhe cost study consisted of both
interviews with food manufacturers and
a mailed survey. l'he result was a
generic model which can be applied to
any reguIation mandating a label
change. Categories of costs include
administra tive, analytical, printing,

inventory, and 1'eforn1ulution.
Administrative costs are managenlent
costs \vhich are often high because of
the prominence of the food label as an
advertising tool for packaged foods.
Analytical costs are costs of testing
products for nutrient con1position to
conlply with labeling provisions.
Printing costs are the costs of printing
new labels which may be either glue-on
labels or the food package itself. These
costs nlay include redesign costs where
extensive labeling changes arc
undertaken. In the model, estimates of
printing costs take into account normal
firm relabeling.

Inventory costs are the costs of
disposal of existing labels where firms
have inventories that outlast the
compliance period, Le., the period of
time between issuance of a final rule
and its effective date. Inventories of
labels, both glue-on labels and
packages, range from only a few months
to well over 10 years in the food
industry. The last cost category
reformulation includes the costs of
reformulating products and introducing
new ones in response to labeling
regulations and market testing those
products. No estimate of these costs is
given because they depend on marketing
decisions and are impossible to predict.
Moreover, they do not result directly
from these proposed rules. Regardless,
FDA expects a substantial benefit to be
derived from such reformulations, which
are likely to make foods more nutritious.
In all cost categories, except
administrative costs, the costs of
relabeling products produced and
labeled in foreign countries cannot be
separated from those produced and
labeled domestically. Thus,
administrative costs considered are
domestic costs only, and printing,
inventory, and analytical costs are
considered multinational.

FDA estimates that about 17,000
domestic food manufacturers and
257,000 labels will be affected by the
regulations promulgated in response to
the 1990 amendments. In addition,
approximately 96,000 food service firms
might be required to alter their nlenus if
they are not in compliance with health
claims or descriptors regulations. The
majority of the costs will occur in the
first year. Recurring costs are assumed
to continue 20 years into the future and

-are discounted back to the present at a
ra te of 5 percent.

The individual regula tions may be
divided into the following separable
categories: (1) Mandatory ingredient
labeling for standardized foods and
certified colors; (2) "voluntary" (see
section IILE. of this document) labeling



of ravv fruit~ vegetables, and fish; and (:q
all other labeling reg~dations including
mandatory nutriiion labeling. The first
category, mandatory ingreoientlaheJing
for standardized foods and certified
colors, is separable from the other
actions because it \Nill take effect alrnost
2 years prior to mandatory nutrition
labeling. Casts for these provisions, as
proposed, are $123 million.

Voluntary labeling of raw fruit,
vegetables, and fish is separable froD1
all other provisions of the 1990
amendments because it affects
supermarkets, not food manufacturers.
Costs have been estimated to be
between $117 to $155 nlillion for this
provision.

All other labeling regula tions will
become effective at the sume time
including percent juice labeling,
mandatory nutrition labeling, nutrient
content claims definition, health clairn
labeling, format changes and others.
These costs to food manufacturers are
esthnated to be as high as $1.3 billion,
depending on the compliance period
chosen.

In addition, there could be costs to
some restaurants and other food service
establishments to reprint menus not in
conformance with nutrient content and/
or health claim regula tions. For those
firms wishing to continue use of these
siatements follovving publication of the
final rules. for these regula tions, there
could be additional costs of analytical
testing and, possibly, nutrition
information printing. These costs have
been preliminarily estimated to be $116
million.

Total costs of the 1990 alnendments,
excluding the voluntary supermarket
labeling, are approximately $1.5 billion.
If the agency opted to allow an
additional 6 months or an additional
year to the compliance period provided
for by the statute, total costs would
decrease to $,8 billion and $,6 billion,
respectively.

B. Benefjts of the 1990 Amendments

The benefits of the 1990 amendments
Include decreased ra tes of cancer,
coronary heart disease (C1-ID)~

os~teo~orosis,.obesit~; hypertension, and
allergIc reactions to rood. As consumers
are given more informative labeling in a
better format, uncertainty over the
ingredient and nutrient content of the
foods they novv eat ,NiH decrease and
some consun1ers will select more
nutritious, healthier foods. Also, vvith
crealion of consistent metrics and
definitions such as standardized serving
sizes and adjectival nutrient content
claim definitions by which consumers
can judge the nutritional aspects of
foods, manufacturers V"Jill compete to

rcforrnulate their products into h(~althier

foods. Thus, even those COnSllrn(~r:; \!vho
m;:!y be unrHvare of the diet/heahh
revolution nlay inadvertently ell t a
better diet.

T'he Blodel chosen to estinla.te these
benefits focused on the two largest
heal ih problems, cancer and CI II) (Ref.
21). This model involved the fo!hnving
three··step estin13 tion process:

(1) Estimate changes in consumer
purchase behavior and resul ting
changes in nutrient intakes as a result of
receiving ne\v nutrient inforrnaUon
about foods.

(2) EstiIna te the changes in heal th
states that would result from consunlers'
changes in nutrient intakes, particularly
for reduced incidence of cancer and
CHD.

(3) Estimate the value of changes in
health states in terms of life-veal's
gained~ number of cases and"dea ths
avoided and the dollar value of such
benefits.

The estimate of benefits was obtained
from the Special Dietary Alert program
(SDA) (Ref. 1), a special program done
by FDA in conjunction with Giant Food,
Inc., which measures actual consumer
response to new nutrition information.
Reductions in the amount of cancer
cases and early deaths vvere estirnated
to occur as a result of reduced total fat
intake after a lag of 10 years. CHD
reductions were estimated to result from
lowered serum cholesterol as a result of
decreases in saturated fat and
cholesterol intake. Over the 20-year
period the regulation is estimated to
prevent about 39,100 cases of cancer
and heart disease, of which, 12,900
would have resulted in death, yielding
80 j 900 life-years gained. I'he monetary
value of the benefits (number of life
years saved) of this regulation is
esthnated to be $3.6 billion (discounted
at 5 percent over a 20-year period).
Valuing benefits based on the number of
lives saved would raise this value to $21
billion (discounted at 5 percent over a
20-year period).

To put these estimates into
perspective, the maxiInum health
changes resulting from "perfect" diets
V.lere estirnated by comparing the
a.vera~e nutrient intake of rnen and
v'.rorne~l in the U.s. vwrith Daily Reference
'lalues (DRVs). These nurn.bers \Iv-ere
then. adjusted to reflect only FDA
regulated foods. This estimate is a
m~asure of all potential benefits to be
derived from consumers eating a
healthier diet \vhile n1aintaining their
current consumption of meat and
poultry. The results indicate that if all
consumers were to adopt '"perfect diets"
from FDA-regulated foods, 500,000 cases
of CHD and cancer resulting in 213,000

prC111ature deaths would be avoidrd
over the next 20 years.

FDA has determined that these
proposed rules are inajar rules as
defined by Executive Order 12291, and
have siqnificant effect on a substantial
n~lnlber of sBlall entities as defined by
the Regulatory Flexibility Act.

H. Purpose of the Regulatory Impact
Analysis

The purpose of this RIi\. is to
determine the econonlic effects of the
proposed rules to amend the food
labeling regula tions in 21 CFR parts 5,
100, 101, 105, and 130. This analysis is
intended to satisfy the requirements of
an RIA as specified in Executive Order
12291 as well as the requirelnents for a
Regulatory Flexibility Analysis as
specified in the Regulatory Flexibility
Act.

Guidance for deternlining whether
these actions constitute a "major"
impact under Executive Order 12291
includes the criteria in Section 1b of the
Executive Order itself, and informal
supplenlentary guidance provided by
The Department of Health and Human
Services's (DHHS) Handbook on
Developing Low Burden and Lo'vv Cost
Regulatory Proposals, dated February
1984. Guidance for determining whether
this action creates "a significant impact
on a substantial number of small
entities" includes definitions in section
601 of the Regula tory Flexibili ty Act
(Pub. L. 96-354) and informal
supplementary guidance provided by the
DHHS Handbook.

FDA requests comments concerning
the various considerations and
conclusions it used in determining the
quantitative or qualitative costs and
benefits for this proposed regula tion.

IiI. Description of the Proposed ...I\.ction

FDA is responding to the 1990
alllendments to amend the act. The 1990
amendments provide FDA specific
authority to issue regulations concerning
food labeling. The rulemaking actions
analvzed in this document are as
follc~s:

./1, l\llandatory Stotus of IVutrition
LabeJjng and Nutrient Content ReF/sian

These actions require nutrition
labeling on most foods tha.t are
meaningful sources of nutrients and
revise the list of required nutrients and
the conditions for listing nutrients in
nutrition labeling. The 1990 amendments
specify that nutrition labeHng shall
include information on:

(1) The total number of calories
derived from any source, and the
number of calories derived fronl fat;
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The arnount of total faL saturated
fat (Le" saturated fatty ucids)~

cholesteroL total carbohydrate, Gornplex
carbohydrate, sugars. dietary fiber, total
protein, and sodiurn: and~

(:3) i\ny vitanlin, mineral. or other
nutrient required to be placed on the
label before October 1.1990:

In response to a Citizen's petition, the
agency is also proposing to allow the
use of the protein digestibility-corrected
amino acid scoring method for foods
intended for persons of all ages, except
infants.

FDA is further proposing that. when a
food contains insignificant amounts of
rnore than one-half the required
nutrients, a simplified format shall be
used.

B. Revision ofReference Daily" IntaAes
and Daily Reference Values

This action updates the U.S.
Recommended Daily Allowances
(RDA's) used in food labeling and
replaces the term U.S, RDA with
Reference Daily Intake (RDI). The
agency is also proposing .8 separate set
of DRV's for fat. fatty acids, cholesterol.
carbohydrate. fiber. sodium and
potassium, substances for which RDAs
have not been set.

C. Declaration of Ingredients

FDA is proposing the following
changes in regard to the label
declaration of ingredients:

(1) Require label declaration of
certified food colors:

(2) Require label declaration of all
ingredients in standardized foods:

(3) Require that when more than one
sweetener is used in a product, all
sweeteners be declared together by
common or usual names in descending
order of predominance by weight, ·in
parentheses in the list of in.gredients,
following the collective term
Hsweeteners;"

(4) Require the declaration of aU
protein hydrolysates by their common or
usual name, including the identification
of the food source;

(5) Require identification of a
caseinate as a milk derivative in foods
labeled as nondairy foods: and.

(6) Require that labels bear an
explanatory statement that the list of
ingredients is in descending order of
predominance.

FDA is also proposing two voluntary
provisions including:

(1) Provide a uniform format for
voluntary declaraHon of percentage
ingredient information. and

(2) Permit inclusion'of the food source
in [he names ofseveral of the
sweeteners prescribed by food
standards.·

"'fhe agency is also responding to
LfHnrnents by advising sellers that\VBX
or resin coatings on fresh fruit nlust be
labeled with the specific wax (current.ly
required) narne or the proposed
collective names. This language
einphasizes regula tory enforcement of
an ex.isting requirement. FDA advises
that the information nlust be placed in a
conspicuous place where the produce is
displayed in bulk but retailers are
allo\'ved sufficient flexibility to choose
the specific location. Producers or
distributors are required to supply the
information to retailers through labeling
accompanying the produce. In the case
of resins, a statement of function must
appear in the labeling, The 1990
amendments exempt produce sold in
small open containers.

D, PercentJuice Labeling

The agency is proposing to:
(1) Require declaration of the total

percentage of juice and the percentage
of each represented juice on both single
and multiple juice beverages;

(2) Require percentages ofjuice to be
expressed in one percent increments.
For multiple juice beverages, if
manufacturers declare one or more
individual juices or picture them on the
vignette, or represent their presence in
any other way, the percent of these
individual juices will have to be
identified. If major modificalions (Le~.

changes in the color. taste. or other
organoleptic properties) have heen
made to a juiceto the extent that the
original juice is not recognizable, or if its
nutrient profile has been diminished.
then the juice may not count toward the
total percent of juice. FDA believes it is
appropriate to include juices with minor
modifications such as acid-reduced
orange juice. H the beverage contains no
fruit or vegetable juices. and either fruit
or vegetables are pictured on the
vignette or the labeling, or the color or
flavor of the product implies that a juice
is present, then it must be labeled as
containing zero percent juice;

(3) Describe where the percentage
label statement must be on the
container; and

(4) Provide dirertions on how to name
various classes of juices and juice
beverages, e.g., "diluted grape juice
beverage."

E. Labeling ofRaw Fruit, Vegetables,
and Fish

The 1990 am'endments require that
FDA:

(1) Develop guidelines for food
retailers for the "voluntary" nutrition
labeling of raw agricultural commodities
and raw'fish:

Identify the 20 varieties of rd~N

fruit vegeb:!hles. and fish most
frequently consumed to ",hich th'fJ
guidelines apply: and

(3) IJefine substantial cfHnpliance with
respect to adherence by food retailt.)rs to
the guidelines.

f', Serving Sizes

"rhis action will ensure that serving
sizes are standardized to reflect the
r:unount of the food customarily
consumed. In this action FDA will
establish mandatory declarations of
serving sizes to be used on the nutrition
panel ,vhich will reflect either the
customary amount consumed, e.g' 1 6
ounces (oz) or the customary unit of
consumption, e.g" a slice of bread.

G. .i\Tutrient Content C}ainls

This action establishes definitions for
and proper conditions for use of terms
describing cholesterol content, fat
content, sodium content, calorie content.
and other nutrient content claims on
packaged food labels and on food
service establishment menus and menu
boards. Also, FDA will establish a
procedure for handling petitions for
inclusion of a claim in a brand name
through informal rulemaking.

1/. Nutrition Label Format

The 1990 amendments state that
implem.enting regulalions "shall require
the required information to be conveyed
to the public in a manner which enables
the public to readily observe and
comprehend such information and to
understand its relative significance in
the context of a total daily diel" FDA
will propose to revise the nutrition label
format.

l fJealth Claims

FDA is proposing general procedures
that cover the regulation of health
claims on both packaged food labels
and on food service establishment
menus and menu boards. The 1990
amendments require that the agency
issue regulations in 10 diet/health topic
areas determining whether health claims
may be made in conjunction with
specific food components. In addition.
FDA will establish a procedure for
handling petitions for new claims.

IV. Market Failure

The Regulatory Program of theunltef
States Go·vernment.-;..1990 to 1991 (Ref.
40) notes that agencies must evaluate
the existence of a "market failure"
which will be addressed by Governme·
action. According to Leftwich, "A
market failure is said to occur when
either quantity or quality of a good
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(USDi\) to cstirna te the nurnber of [inns
p!'odu!jng food products subj~~ct to FD./\

Precautions vvcre tc~ken in
td avoid double counting. FDi\

L,und there vvere sorne u~~ing

this ua tabase ~ sueh asa!ack 0 f .. r',(Jiri 111~~, '-,I 1

updates .. 11(Hvever, the alternatjve,
vvhich is Census data, counts
es~ablishn1entsrather than firnls, Also j

VIZ:fV sfllan firms are noi included in thf~

Cc~sus. Therefore, FD./\ fODnd the Dun
and Bradstreet data base to be the
better choice.

The estirnate of the nU111ber of
produ.cts (77~OOO) was derived froFn ltC.,
Nielsen sales data obtained fronl
sampling 21~OOO grocery stores with
annual sales of more than $4 million
each. These stores account for
approximately 80 percent of the sales of
packaged foods. This estimate of total
food products \vas refined in order to
include only those food products
affected by FDA regulations (USDA
regulated foods were removed from the
estimate). This estimate includes both
domestic and foreign products for sale
on U.S. grocery shelves. Although food
product labels are required to list either
the address of the distributor or
manufacturer of the food, it is
impossible to determine the IDeaHon
(foreign or domestic) of the
manufacturer who will bear the four
costs (administrative, printing,
inventory, and analytical), or some
portion of them. The estimate of the
nun1ber of food labels (defined as stock
keeping units (SKUs)) (257.000) ~vas also
derived using the data from the A.C.
Nielsen data base. This estimate also
includes both domestic and foreign
labels for sale on U.S. grocery shelves.
A separate label is applied to each
brand of food in a specific size which
may be further divided by flavor, color,
etc. Products are also differentiated by
distinct recipes and manufacturers. In
other words, if a manufacturer produces
a stra\vberry jelly and a grape jelly, he
produces t\VO products. If the jellies are
each sold in two sizes (32 oz and 16 oz
jars), the manufacturer has four distinct
labels SKUs. In order to estimate SKUs,
it was necessary to estimate the number
of both branded and private labels. The
laHer was accomplished by estima ting
the relationship between the number of
private brand labels and sales of private
labeled products.

2. Costs of Compliance

The costs of a labeling regulation are
those associated with: (1)
Administrative activities, (2) analytical
testing, (3) label printing, (4) label
inventory dispqsal, and (5)
reformulatio,n (inch,lding market testing).

(':,1,. ! 'F tIi" .!'j'{;ro.-;el! /\(;/i; >,"?.';

Th'~~ s(';·.ii~)11 d~~s::j'ihcs fInd c;;liI11;l1es

die ~:u:;.fs "f the i:J~JO arncndnl(~nt~~.Tht;
di )cus~)i()n of costs incluues a disClls:;ion
() r SOH rcC~; 0 fda ta, ind liS tries a rfee tp d ~

dnd Ulldnlitl:tive estilnates of the
\'<nio'us requirernents. ,i\lihough I11u;.;i

C'·!.:;:S (.rc a dire·st result of sp~~cinc

In'o'i,'is~Onf; of the lcgislaiion and m(~:~/ ned
be ch;n1gcd, FDi\ has cost altering

\Nith respect La the tin1C firrns
to cOD1ply V'•.ri th m3nda tory

nutrilion labeling j 'Nhether or not e
and drinking. es La bI islunen is are
affected by the regulation, and other,
lesser options.

I. Sources of Inforn1ation

The anticipated cost to manufacturers
covered by these regulations was
estimated using a compliance cost
model for food labeling created for FDA
by RTI (Ref. 9). RTI conducted their
study of food labeling costs in two
phases. In the first phase, RT'I discussed
actual and hypothetical labeling policies
with 30 firms of various sizes and four
digit standard industrial classifications
(SICs).

Firms were encouraged to estimate
the effort (resource use) and, when
possible, the cost to complete different
compliance activities. From the
information gained in the first phase,
RTI was able to produce a model of the
cost of food labeling. The first phase
also produced information on
administrative activities.

In the second phase of the project~ RTI
and FD.l\ surveyed over 350 firms to
coHect more printing and label inventory
data. The d'ampling frame defined each
target population as all firms within a
given industry. Within each target
papulation, the sample was stratified to
reflect proportional aBacation among
four firm size ca tegories: Small (less
than (<) 10 employees), rnedium (10 to
99 employees)~ large (greater than (» 99
employees), and UnknO\fllil size. Firms
\vere strongly encouraged to respond to
the survey, but participation was
voluntary. RTI used the survey data to
update and improve the parameter
estirna tes for the compliance cost model
developed during the intervie\v phase of
the project.

The source for the estimate of the
number of food processing firms is Dun
and Bradstreefs Electronic Yellow
Pages, which is a comprehensive data
base of U.S. businesses. Food
manufacturers were identified using the
SIC on a four-digit level. These firms
\\Tere further categorized to exclude
those producing only foods regula ted by
the U.S. Departnlent of Agriculture

..,..." .. ,i, •."",··~ in i:rl rl~:l!ll.:

fro;i,1 \\'rldi is pUlpnih·d!o h:~ tlH'
social cptin'J.:.:,·n"· . :!!. B(I:~~F~SP lJ-'crt~

, .... , " J' . .n.' .... ,. :. to :nd,:rd !)Y v.: h i ~ :L l hI"

nopt'-l,pn'I'2?,:np of !11;~;'~'-(:~:~ l~'l;<,/ be
it ii1C1y h~; rnol'C in:..: truc:t iV~; to

present a cornpdri~·::.~:~ or hovv rn~(;ly

.... , .....A,", ro., ~., ,,', nf IT; ark E; ts t () \i d rio U S

interve:r..thocs lind cc·ntrds~ ihe
rp.~~n(,:(:JI:\/p.lcvclsof lrdn;jdl:~iodS C03!~;"

This "·colnpaLdi\.'t~ ;rls1i!u~jon appro:ich'"

(Ref. J') utilizes; a io
!he outcorncs of difL~rent

instihl.tional sets of property l'ights (Ref"
In this approach, both the

unattenijz!Lcd Dlarkct and adlninistrative
'''''''''~,''·,,1'11'''''''''''' ha'vc strengths and
,veakne:,~·:LS. ~l,1drkets are assumed to be
lo"vv cost transmitters of infornlation to
coordinate economic activity between.
producers and consunlers, thereby
lov\lering "idcntificalion" costs. The
strength of administrative solutions lies
in taking advantage of scale econon1ies
to enforce difficult or ambiguous
property rights.

When "a large number of people are
involved and * * * the costs of handling
the problem through the market or the
firnl are high, governmental
administrative regulation should lead to
an inlprovement in economic efficiency"
(Ref. 5). That is, "* * * a particular good
or service may be available at a fixed
cost which, if borne by all of those who
benefi t from it, \vould cost no more than
each beneficiary would be ""villing to
pay. I-Iowever, if the beneficiaries are so
numerous that coordination among them
is expensive~ either in terms of loea ting
and exacting payment from class
members or in terms of measuring
relative benefits and, hence, relative
charges to each, then potential buyers
rnay forego, \vholly or in part an
otherwise desirable good or service"
(Ref. 6). In short, when the transaction
costs of effecting a purchase or sale are
high, the nlarket may produce costly
misalloca tions and redis tributions of
social resources. When this occurs,
government intervention may produce a
superior outcome to the market outcome
(Ref. 7).

A rnore probable market failure in
food labeling. however, is the problem
of asymmetric information that
characterizes a market for "lemons"
(Ref. 8.). Since consumers cannot judge
nutritional quality for themselves,
manufacturers are unable to charge a
pren1ium for high "quality foods" so that
only ·the foods with the lowest
nutritional value are produced and
marketed.
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These costs depf~nd on tlH:~ attributes of
the regulation itself and on the
characteristics of the industry being
regulated. Relevant attributes of the
regulation include the scope of the
regulation, the intricacy of the
regulation, the complexity·of the
expected labet change, and the length of
the compliance period. The
characteristics of the particular industry
that affect the inagn~tudeof the costs
include:

(1) F~rm size
(2] Label type

(3) Printing process(es)
(4) Normal label redesign !reqwi:~nf;V

(5) Average label inventory
(6) Average label order and Us cost
(7) Number of products
H. Scope of the regulatjon.. i\ll food

processing industries win be affected in
whole or in part by these actions. Table
·t which follows. indicates which
industries are affected by the various
actions.

;\n internal rcvie\'V of labeling of
standardized foods using the Food
Packaging and Labeling Survey (FLAPS)

(Ref. 15). ShO~Nt~d that ~naU HkelihoocL
an standardized foods ah'eadv contain
full ingredient labeling. ''I'here''fore, for
co~t estirnation purposes. only those
products which contain artificial colors
'\,vHI be affected by the ingredient
~abeling requirements [effectivH in
~Jo'tember, 1991). I~Io'wever, cheese (SIC
;2(22). ice cream (SIC 2024:), and fi1Uk
[SIC 2026) are {~Kernpt from labeling
colors,

TABLE 1.-INDUSTHIES AFFECTED 8Y LABELING REGULATJONS

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
)(

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
X
x
x
x
x
x
X

x
x

__--4_x ~ I: _

x

1

~~----~~~=~-Lr~~lr~JI'~
I .abehng i .•.. content claims

~g~~:::::::::::==: =.~~;;;~;;;;;~d::~:~:~:~:::::~.~~T-·---------------T--------.-I~--------·-··---
2023 " Dry, condensed and evaporated milk prod- X X

ucts.
2024..•.•..H , •••• 'ee cream and frozen desserts .
2026_ ,.u••_.. Fluid milk _ u ....;·••••••.••••••

2032.......•...,.... Canned specialties _ , , ,
2033.••••.••••.••• Canned fruits and vegetables " 1X
2034,•..~ ..•_..... Dehydrated fruits, vegetables. and soups ,... X
2035 "....... Pickles, sauces, and salad dressings 1 X
2037............... Frozen fruits and vegetab'9S. u ! X
2038....•......••." Frozen specialties..: : _ , X
2041 Flour and other gram mill products " .•,..." l X
2043 " •...... Cereal and breakfast foods n X
2044.:.._........ Milled rice and byprpducts ........•.H !
2045 1Flour mixes and refrigerated doughs ""_'00 ··.·I,X
2046 Wet corn mining ., " .." .., .
2051 " 1Bread, cake, and related products 1 X
2052 ~ Cookies and. crackerS ,.••.•...•&4 X
2053 _...... Frozen bakery products except bread ..H........... X
2061, ~•.... Sugar cane mill products and byproducts ..
2062 _•••._... Refined cane sugar and byproducts , ~
2063 Beet sug~r ., ,. ,. I
2064 _ candy and other confectionery products, X
2066................. Chocolate and cocoa products .
2067..•......•...... · Chewing gum .: _ M............ X

~g~~~:::::~:::::::::1 ~.O:~~ ~~:n.d.i~;::~::::~:~.::..::::::::==::=:::::::=:::::::::::::
2079................ EdibJe fats and o.its, nee I _................................ X
2083................ Ma!t and malt byproducts 1

2086 .1 Bottled and canned soft drinkS OG•••••••••••!X
2087.__ lAavon."ng extrac.ts and. syrups X
2091 Canned and cured fish and other seafoods .
2092

1

Fresh or frozen prepared fish and otner X
.. seafood. .

~~:::::::::::::.:::l ~~~~~edchc.i.~::d·~··ii.·;·p;~;fu~l~·===::·.·=:~~~~~~~~l·x
2098 ov.... Macaroo and spaghetti .
2099 __..•.. Food preparations, nee t dietary supple- X
__ 1 moots grocery stores.

I Not elsewhere classified.

AU products which purport to contain
fruit or vegetable juices are affected by
the percentage juice labeling
requirernents.

The 1990 amendments specifically
exempt ·certain products from nutrition
labeling but not from health claim
regula!ions:

-(1) Foods that contain insignificant
amounts of all the nutrients and food
components required within nutrition

labeling (insignificant is defined as that
arnount which allows a declaration of
zero in nutrition labeling);

(2) Foods sold by businesses having
annual gros.s sales of not more· than
$500~OOOor annual gross sales of food'of
not more than $50,000;

(3) Foods serv~d in restaurants or
similar food service estabHshmentsand
foods that are principally processed-and
prepared in a retail estabHshmenta~d

are ready for cons.urnption: [FDA may
choose to require nutrition labeling with
8 nutrient content or health claim.)

(4) Foods sold by grocery stores tha t
are offered for sale from self-service
salad bars and deli or bakery counters;
(FDA may choose to require nutrition
labeling with if health claim.)

(5) Foods in small packages (must
provide nutrition labeling at point-of
purchase):
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Nutrient content and health claims
regulations applicable to food service
establishments would apply to all forms
of labeling in those establishments:
Menus, signs. and posters. FDA believes
that posters and other types of menu
boards in restaurants are generally
changed frequently, at least every 6
months. FDA requests input as to the
validity of this assumption. Assuming
menu boards are changed frequently,
the cost of changing these items will not
be considered in this assessment. This
analysis will therefore consider only the
cost of the currently proposed .
reguiationson changing printed menus

(6) Medical foods;
(7) Infant fornlula;
(8) Foods shipped in bulk form; and
(9) Foods supplied for institutional

food service use only.
The 1990 amendlnents specif~cally

exclude restaurant foods from t.he
requirclnent for nutrition labeling.
tlo\tvever, the agency believes it has the
authority to issue regulations requiring
restaurants that choose to nlGke health
claims or nutrient content claims to
adhere to the requirenlent3 for such
claims, including nutrition labeling. In
1989, there were a total of 536,796
commercial food service establishments
(CFEs), as illustrated in table 2 (Refs. 10
and 11). In addition, there were 172,131
institutional and 1,256 military food
service establishments. Institutional
establishrnents include employee food
service, school and hospital cafeterias,
penal institutions, nursing homes, and
transporta tion food service. However,
only institutional establishments which
actually sell food are potentially
affected such that prisons, for example,
\vould not be covered.

TABLE 3.-EsTIMATED TOTAL NUMBER OF
NONINSTITUTIONAL AND NONM!UTARY

COMMERCIAL ·FOOD SERVICE ESTAB~

LlSHMENTS HAVING PRINTED MENUS

One of the most significant
developments in the restaurant industry
has been the shift toward healthier
options on the menu. For example. in
1990, the National Restaurant
Association (NRA) found 34 percent of
the menus submitted to its annual menu
contest have "light and healthy" menu
sectIons, compared to only 12 percent in
1985 (Ref. 12). Similarly, in a survey of
its members. the NRA found that 55
percent of respondents Hfeatured or
promoted Items because of their specific
health or nutrition benefit {Ref. 13)."
Any nutrient content claim or health
claim not in compliance would require a

change in the printed menu. If it is
conservatively assumed that none are i
compliance, then 55 percent is an
a pproximation of the proportion of the
total number of menus likely to be
affected by the current prcposal. T'here
are several potential problems
encountered with using this survey to
estimate the current use of health clairrl
and nutrient content clain1s. First, the
survey \tVas not designed to be a
rEpresentative sample of the entire
industry, only of the membership of the
l'JllA. Secondly, this approach win not
reveal where a single respondent may
have had such nutrient content claiIns (
health claims on more than one nu:nu,
I.e., on both lunch and dinner menus.
Thirdly, it "'till not reveal which CFEs
currently using such terms win be in
cOlnpliance with regulations governing
those claims and nutrient content
clainls.

Finally, there is no \vay to determine
from the survey which restaurants
currently using nutrient content claims
and health claims \vill continue to do s(
following publication of the final rules.
Firms may discontinue use of these
terms both because many recipes and

o types of nutrient content claims will nol
qualify under the proposed guidelines,
and because of the additional costs of
analytical testing. Those firms choosing
not to continue to use these terms will
have to change their menus, but may no
have to undergo nutrient analysis.

Under the preceding assumptions, an
estimated 161,728 CFEs will be affected
potentially. Assuming, further, that 30
percent of the CFEs under consideratior
would normally change their printed
menus within the time allowed by the
regulation, 113,210 CFEs will have to
change their menus involuntarily as a
result of the current regulations. FDA
recognizes that the above assumptions
are speculative and FDA requests
information regarding these issues.

To generate a more accurate
assessment of the number of firms
affected, FDA requests information
concerning the proportion of firms using
health claims or nutrient content claims
with respect to nonmeat and nonpoultr~

dishes, the number of menus affected,
and the number of such firms that are
already in compliance with FDA
regulations governing those claims and
nutrient content claims.

In addition, a certain proportion of
those CFEs not using printed menus, but
using menu boards, will also be affected
Since these menu boards typically do
not contain as much inform~tionas

160,859

52,658
37,727
27,199
16,108

294,051

and lighted menu boards using
preprinted plastic strips to indica tc
Olcnu items, and the cost of any iroplied
nutrition testing. Approxinlalely
294,051- CFEs may be assumed to have
SGIne sort of commercially printed menu,
as indicated in table 3. Not all categories
Gf food service establishnlents can be
assumed to have written menus as lnany
establishments rnay use 11lellU boards
and signs. Al though there are no da ta on
the nuolber of food service
establishnlents using written n1enus¥ a
rough estimate of this number may be
generated by listing only those
establishlnents in categories for vvhich it
seems reasonable to assun18 written
nlenus. This has been dO:le in tahIe 2.
The number of estabHshments in each
category are taken from "The Food
Service Industry: 1989 in Reviev'J (Ref.
10). Note that the agency assumes only
36 percent of the total number of limited
menu restaurants in 1989 have written
menus. This corresponds to the portion
of all limited menu restaurants falling
into one of the following three
categories in 1987:

(1) Table, booth, counter seat \vith
waiter/waitress service;

(2) Take out or drive through; and
(3) Other (Ref. 11).

Restaurants and lunchrooms .
Limited menu restaurants (inel.

fast food) .
Bars and taverns .
Lodging places .
Store restaurants .

Total .

12, 414
5,894

331,926
37,227
27,199

106,397
15,739

710,183

536,796
172,131

1,256

TABLE 2.-FoOD SERVICE
ESTABLISHMENTS

Eating places .
Drinking places .
Lodging places .
Retail hosts .
Food contractors .
Recreation and sports food serv-

ice .
Other" (vending/catering/mobile) .

Total commercial food
service .

Institutional feeding .
Military feeding .

Total food service estab-
lishments .
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printed menus, the agency assumes that
a sn1uller proportion of these
establishments use nutrient content
and/or health claims. As an example,
FDA assumes 5 percent of CFEs using
menu boards (Le., not assumed to have
printed menus), or 12,137, use health
claims or nutrient content claims.

Although nutrition labeling for fresh
produce and fish is "voluntary," it will
become mandatory if FDA determines
that "substantial compliance" has not
been met. Because FDA has determined
that it is not necessary that all firms
comply for substantial compliance to be
achieved, some "free riding" may occur.
That is, firms may attempt to rely on
their competitors to label, which would
lead to slow overall compliance rate.
However, because: (1) The grocery
industry may wish to avoid mandatory
regulations, (2) there is a low minimum
compliance cost per firm, and (3) firms
may have to label to be competitive, full
compliance may occur.

b. Effective dates. The 1990
amendments require that final
regulations become effective 6 months
after the date of promulgation of all final
regulations. If no final regulations have
issued by November B, 1992, the
proposals are statutorily mandated to be
considered final rules on November B,
1992, with an effective date of May B,
1993. The 1990 amendments allow the
Secretary to delay the effective date of
SODle of the provisions for up to 1 year if
he finds that compliance with the ne\v
provisions of the act would cause undue
economic hardship.

FDA is proposing to make certain of
the provisions ofthe ingredient labeling
regulations effective on the same date as
the nutrition labeling rule. The exception
to this is the provisions for the listing of
all ingredients in standardized food and
the listing of all FDA-certified colors
which must take effect November B,
1991 (Pub. L. 102-108). Under the
provisions of Pub. L. 102-10B, those firms
whose inventory is depleted between
July 1, 1991 and May B, 1993 are required
to revise such labels for their products
consistent with the proposal in the
Federal Register of June 21, 1991 (56 FR
28592). Such firms will bear
administrative costs and redesign costs
to include color and standardized food
ingredient information. There will be no
analytical costs, inventory costs or
printing costs outside of redesign costs
as this additional printing is not
prompted by requirements of this
regula tion.

Table 4 shows the separable proposed
regulations for enactment of the 1990
amendments.

TABLE 4.-EFFECTIVE DATES FOR THE

1990 AMENDMENTS

Optional effective dates
Proposed rule

1 1 12 13

Declaration of ingredient/
color labeling ................... 2 11/91

Percent juice labeling ......... 5/93 11/93 5/94
Raw fruit, vegetables,

and fish............................. 11/91
Cholesterol free and

percent fat labeling ......... 5/93 11/93 5/94
Mandatory status of

nutrition labeling and
nutrient content
revision ............................. 5/93 11/93 5/94

Nutrient content claims ...... 5/93 11/93 5/94
Cholesterol, fat, and fatty

acid labeling ..................... 5/93 11/93 5/94
Lite butter............................. 5/93 11/93 5/94
Nutrient content claim

and a standardized
term................................... 5/93 11/93 5/94

Serving sizes ....................... 5/93 11/93 5/94
Petitions requesting

exemption from
Federal preemption......... 2 11/91

Health claims general
requirements .................... 5/93 11/93 5/94

State enforcement
provisions of 1990
Amendments.................... 11/92

I The 1990 amendments allow the Commissioner
of Food and Drugs to delay the effective date
beyond Option 1 if there is a "substantial economic
burden" on industry to comply' with any of these
regulations. The effective date in Option 1 is pre
scribed by the 1990 Amendments and the two alter
nates are 6 month extensions of that date.

2 The date when manufacturers affected by these
regulations and who reprint their labels must be in
compliance with the regulation.

FDA notes, however, that in section
10(a)(3)(B) of the 1990 amendments,
Congress provides that if the Secretary
of Health and Human Services (the
Secretary), and by delegation FDA, finds
tha t requiring compliance with section
403(q) of the act, on mandatory nutrition
labeling, or with section 403(r)(2) of the
act, on nutrient content claims, 6 months
after publication of the final rules in the
Federal Register would cause undue
economic hardship, the Secretary may
delay the application of these sections
for no more than 1 year. In light of the
agency's tentative findings in its
regulatory impact analysis that
compliance with the 1990 amendments
by May B, 1993, will cost $1.5 billion, ,and
that 6 month and 1 year extensions of
that compliance date will result in
savings that arguably outweigh the lost
benefits, FDA believes that the question
of whether it can and should provide for
an extension of the effective date of
sections 403(q) and (r)(2) of the act is
squarely raised.

FDA has carefully studied the
language of section 10(a)(3)(B) of the
1990 amendments and sees a number of
questions that need to be addressed.
The first question is the meaning of
"undue economic hardship." FDA

recognizes that the costs of compliance
\vith the new lavv are high, but those
costs derive in large measure fr0I11 the
great number of labels and firn1s
involved. The agency questions whether
the costs reflected in the aggrega te
number represent "undue econoTI1ic
hardship." Therefore, FDA requests
COlnments on how it should assess
"undue economic hardship." Should it
assess this question on a firm-by-firm
basis, as was provided in the bill that
passed the I-Iouse Committee on Energy
and Commerce (H. Rept. 101-538, 101st
Cong., 2d sess., 24 (1990)), an industry
by-industry basis, or should it assess
this question on an aggrega te basis? If
the agency should take the la tter
approach, comments should provide
evidence that would permit the agency
to make a determination that there is
"undue economic hardship" for most
companies. FDA also points out that
assessing hardship on a firm-by-firm
basis would likely be extremely
burdensome because of the likely
number of requests.

FDA will consider the question of the
meaning and appropriate application of
section 10(a)(3)(B) of the 1990
amendments as soon as possible after
the comment period closes. The agency
intends to publish a notice in advance of
any final rule announcing how it will
implement this section to assist firms in
planning how they will comply with the
act. The early publication of this notice
is to assist firms in avoiding any
unnecessary expenses that could be
incurred by trying to cOlllply with a
compliance date that may cause "undue
economic hardship."

c. Administrative costs. The
administrative costs associated with a
labeling regulation are the dollar value
of the incremental administrative effort
expended in order to comply with a
regulation. The administrative activities
which are anticipated to be undertaken
in response to a change in a regula tian
include: Identifying the underlying
policy of the regulation, interpreting that
policy relative to the firm's products,
determining the scope and coverage
related to product labels, establishing a
corporate position, formulating a method
for compliance, and managing the
compliance method.

The magnitude of administrative costs
to a representative firm is a function of
several variables including the scope
and intricacy of the regulation (positive
relationship), the number of distinct
products, and the length of the
compliance period associated with the
regulation (inverse relationship). Minor
regulations are those which have little if
any effect on product compOSItIon or
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marketability. The compliance method
for th~se regula tions is usually
straightforward and no testing or
reformulation is involved. Conversely,
intricate regulations are those that lead
to analytical testing and, possibly,
product reforn1ula tions or
discontinuations. Intricate regulations
require more administrative effort than
minor ones.

In addition l longer conlpIiance periods
decrease administrative costs because
firm executives rriight delegate
downvvard decisions that are less
irnnledia teo According to RTI, nlany
finns estima te that administra live effort
\'liould be twice Ci3 high for at 6-month.
compliance period as for a 12-month
period. SinlHarIyv a 2:l-rrlonth
com~li.anc~.period vvo,uId ,reduce
adlTIlnlstra t.CVE: effcrt u.~J.e ro a g]~r:G!OH!;C;j

coordination cf the process.
Administrative costs also v,ary v!JHh

firm size in that larger nrms often have a
more cOlnprehensive approval process
for Ie.bel changes than smaller firms. In.
a.ddition~ administrative costs have a
largely variable component for labeling
decisions such that these costs are part
variahIe and part fixed. Larger firms
also tend to have rHore products and
n10re labels or stockkecping U;~H8

{SI(U's)9 so that there are more label
changes (per dollar of sales) that the
larger firms must coordinate. For this
RIA~ administrafive costs associated
\rvith intricate regulations are estirnuted
at $9,000 for sman/medium firms (less
than 100 employees) and $68~450 for
large firms. For less intricate
regulations, the costs are estimated at
$850 for small/rnedium firms and $6,300
for large finTIs. These costs have been.
estimated for domestic firms only as
FDA has no information on
administra tive costs for foreign firn1s.
Total administrative costs also only
reflect costs to donlestic firms.

Administrative costs for the one-time
relabeling changes for listing ingredients
on labels for standardized foods and
artificial colors on labels for all foods
containing them will affect 12,800 firms
(of which 1~145 are large (based on Dunn.
and Bradstree t study)) who will incur
administralive costs of $16 m.Hlion.
These will be adminis tralive costs of
overseeing redesign only as these costs
VJill only occur to firms who are
reprinting labels in the interim period.

Administrative costs for all of the 1990
amendments (mandatory nutrition
labeling, format changes, etc.) are
assuI11ed to be those associated with
intricate regulations for the 8 y900
medium and large fiJ IDS (based on Dunn
and Bradstreet stud~ ). These
administra live activities are valued at
$152 million.

FDA estimates that manufacturers of
dietary supplements will incur
administrative costs of $850 per firm.
Costs for these firms will be $138,000.

These costs are additive because
firms affected by the ingredien t
provisions (who reprint labels in the
interim period) must also relabel to
comply with n1andatory nutrition
labeling. In sum, these provisions are
estimated to impose one-time costs of
$168 million.

d. Analytical testing. A•.nalytical tests:
are typically performed by technical
personnel employed by firms or at
independent laboratories. These costs
consi8t of tests to determine nutrient
and food component quantities required
by various labeling provisions.

FDA assumes all firnls affected by the
percent juice labeling require;n~cntsvvil]
perform analytical testing to deterrrdne
the °Brix level, which is the: level of
soluble solids in fruit juice, in their
pfGducts. This assumption is
conservative in that some f!nns rn.ay
already per-fornl °Brix analyses and no
testing \Nould be needed for 100 percent
juice products. In addition 9 firIns that
produce more than one-juice nl1t:xed
beverage \:vould only need to test each
individual juice once. FDP~ has no
inforrnation as to the extent of either of
these conditions.

The current total cost of analvtica1
tests to determine the °Brix lev~l in
juices and juice products is $17 per
product. This figure is based on the
pricing schedules of five independent
testing laboratories. It is assumed that
three analyses are required for the
iniHal data base. Therefore, the cost of
analytical testing for percent juice
labeling is $51 for each of a.pproximately
3,800 products (A. C. Nielson study) for
a total cost of $196,000. The recurring
analytical costs are $55,000 every 5
years..l\ssuming recurring analyHcal
costs continue 20 years into the future,
total discounted analytical costs are
$343,000 (5 percent discount rate). If
discounted at 10 percent, these costs
would be $287,000. These costs are also
discounted at 10 percent for con1parison
purposes as, later in the document, the
benefits estimate is discounted at 10
percent.

In deternlining the extent to ""hieh
fin:ns ""ill incur analytical testing costs
as a result of mandatory nutritional
labeling, it is important to estimate the
number of products/labels which
currently contain nutrition information
on their labels. The costs of compliance
for those firms who have never
voluntarily obtained nutrition
information will be higher than for those
firms who are currently perforrning some
or all of the nevvly required tests..

Based on the most recent informatior
from the 1988 FLAPS, nutrition-labeled
products account for an estimated 61
percent of the annual sales of processec
packaged foods. However, this estimatE
refers not to the percentage of products
labeled, but rather to the percentage of
the dollar value of packaged foods.

Unfortunately, there is no good
estimate of the number of products or·
labels which currently contain nutritior
information on the label although it is
certainJy less than 61 percent. This is
because the FLAPS sanr;.pie is rnade up
of an equal number of market leader
(defined as the top three brands in the
survey) and nonleader brands. Althoug
market leader brands may account for
7"Ll percent of sales, they are also
approximately 1.5 times as to
providic n.utrition labeling than
non!eaders. In addition f thEre are fULllny

rnore nonleaders in the market than
rnarket leaders. Consequcntlyv the
percentage of brands currently
containing nutrition inforrnation on the
label is estimated to be 40 percent (Refo
15).

Some firms lhH t do not currently
provide nutrition. labeling are
nonetheless awan~ of the nutritional
chaTHcteristics of the}.!' fond products
vtfith the help of prior nutritional testing
Consequently~less than 60 percent of
the products may incur the fuB cost
a:'?i10cia ted 'NUh the anaJysisv FllA has
no direct information to estimate the
pc~rcentageof firms which may be
conducting nutrition testing without
labeHng this in.foMn.aHon.. I-IDwever~ FDi
esthnates that 20 percent of all firms ar~

already conducting the newly required
nutrient analyses, perhaps in
anticipation of the 1990 arnendments..
Far this 20 percent of aU fjrm3~ nQ
additional testing vtliH be required.)
Although tests already performed are 8l

sunk or historical cost, their inc~usion

pr-ovides an historical account of the
costs of these proposed. regulations. A
cost that has already been incurred is
said to be a sunk or historical cost and
is not an economic cost because no
choice is associated with it. In addition~

32 percent of the firnn.s (40 percent
currently labeling X 80 percent not
perfornling aU testsJ are performing the
currently required tests and vvilt
t1erefore~ incur only the .incrernental
analytical testing costs. The remaining
48 percent are assunled not to be
currently testing their products and ""ill
therefore, incur the total cost of 8J.

nutritional analysis. All tests include
both domestic and foreign firms vvho sel
products in U.S. superm.arkets.

The total cost of nutrient testing to
ensure conlpHdnce with current
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FDA believes the incremental
analytical testing costs for
manufacturers of dietary supplements
would be very small. Due to the na ture

film assen1bler and an engraver n10dify
an existing pIa te or produce a new one.

Despite the sinlilarity and relative
simplicity of line copy changes, firnls
differ in incremental printing effort. If
flexography or lithography printing is
used, nlany firms engrave ne\v lettering
onto an.existing printing plate to save
tinle and resources. Other firms order
new printing plates regardless of how
minor the line copy change nlay be. For
gravure printing, every label change \vill
result in a new cylinder since modifying
gravure cylinders is not possible.

The requirements proposed for listing
of ingredients on standardized foods
and the listing of colors on labels will
result in a relatively simple two-color
label change. However, by the second
effective date, the entire food label will
be redesigned to incorpora te all
changes. Virtually all food products will
be expected to carry revised ingredient
labeling, nutrition information, and
possibly a new nutri tion 1abel forma 1.
For those products which do not
currently have this informa tion, the
current label contents will have to be
rearranged in order to make room for
the new panels. For those products
which currently carry nutrition
information, the changes required are so
comprehensive that it is assumed that
the entire label will be redesigned. In
fact, those products affected by the
regulations defining various nutrient
content claim definitions will incur
changes to the principal display panel
(PDP) as well as to the information
panel. In addition, the format chosen
may also cause the PDP to be
redesigned, depending on the new size
of the nutrition panel.

Complex label changes are influenced
by the same variables, but the level of
effort required for each printing activity
is higher. Any label change affecting the
PDP will affect the visual appeal of a
label. In such a case, an artist nlay be
used to partially redesign the label. This
would frequently affect all colors dn the
labet resulting in substantial artwork,
photography, and engraving to complete
the label change.

The length of the compliance period
determines the firIn's ability to combine
planned label changes with mandated
changes. The anlount of printing costs
assigned to amandated printing change
depends primarily on the length of time
available to make the change. Label
redesigning schedules vary from
approximately 4 weeks to longer than 10
years. Most firms redesign food labels at
least once every 5 years, with many
redesigning branded labels at intervals
of less than 1 year. Depending upon the
complexity and similarity ofplanned

of the product, FDA believes that full
analytical testing is already performed
on n10st dietary supplements. FDA
requests information on this assumption.

e. Printing. Incremental printing costs
depend on the type of printing
process(es) used, the complexity of the
label change, and the length of the
compliance period. Because printing
activities are specific to individual
labels, computing incremental printing
effort on a per-SKU basis is necessary.

There are three printing processes
used in the food processing industry.
These include lithography, flexography,
and gravure. The particular process used
will indicate the type of plate or cylinder
which will be modified or replaced.

Often referred to as "offset,"
lithography is the most popular process
for glue-applied label printing because
of its relative advantages in quality,
sirnplicity, and cost. Approximately 43
percent of all food labels are printed
using lithography.

Flexography is acceptable for many
products and applica tions in the food
industry. However, because the screen
elements on the plates are flexible,
vignettes are sometimes printed with
ragged, irregular paHerns. It is used on
approximately 43 percent of food labels.

Gravure is capable of high quality
pictorial reproductions, high-color
densities, and bright intensive solids
because it can deposit thick ink films.
However, it does not print type as
sharply as lithography or flexography.
Gravure is used on 14 percent of food
labels.

Flexography and lithography have
similar incremental printing costs
although lithography is slightly more
expensive on average. Gravure is a
relatively costly printing process. It is
not unusual for the incremental printing
cost of a label printed with gravure to be
three or four times the cost for the
identical change when printed with
lithography or flexography.

The complexity of the label change
deternlines the level of effort for artwork
(the illustrative and decorative elements
of printed materials), stripping or image
assembly (the assembly or positioning of
negatives (or positives) on a flat prior to
platemaking), and engraving (the
carving, cutting, or etching into a block
or surface used for printing). It also
determines the number of pIa tes or
cylinders that must be modified or
replaced. The most common labeling
regula tions require lettering changes to
an area inside the information panel.

Line copy changes usually affect only
one label color (printing plate), and it is
unlikely that the services of a label
artist will be needed. In most cases, a

10

$723
[(376-135) x 3]

Incremental cost per
product

20

Percent
of all

products

regula Hons is approx iOla lely $354 per
sample. The cost of that portion of the
current tests which will no longer be
required (testing for thiamin, riboflavin.
and niacin) is $135 per sample. In
addition to current requirements, firms
will be required to test for cholesterot
fiber, fatty acids, and sugars. These tests
currently cost $376 per sample. These
figures are based on the pricing
schedules of five independent testing
labora tories. It is assumed that three
analyses are required for the initial da ta
base. The formula for determining initial
testing costs for the firms who do not
currently test their products is [(354-
135+376) X 3] or $1785 per product.
Incremental initial costs for the firms
who perform the currently prescribed
testing but do not test for the newly
prescribed nutrients will be $723 [(376
135) X 3] per product. Total initial
analytical costs for mandatory nutrition
labeling are $112 million (including
historical costs). Firms are assumed to
retest once every 5 years on average.
These costs are reduced to one-third of
the original costs, or $37 million. As
stated previously, it is assumed that
three analyses are required for the
initial data base. Only one analysis is
required for subsequent testing.
Assuming recurring costs continue 20

-years into the future, discounted total
analytical costs, again including
historical costs, are $195 million (5
percent discount rate). At a 10 percent
discount rate, these costs would be $163
million. These costs were calculated by
adding costs of three tests in the first
year and an additional tes t in the 5th,
10th, 15th, and 20th years, respectively.

TABLE 5.-ANALYTICAL COSTS OF

MANDATORY NUTRITION LABELING

Currently testing
for aU nutrients.

Currently' testing I
for only I
required .
nutrients !
tcurrently I

N~:::~::~;;;""""'II 2 32

1
testing {not
currently 1 I
labeled) , ! 3 48 $1785

I I[(354-135+376)~~~
I Historical cost included in total as $723,
2 (80 percent x 40 percent).
3 (80 percent>( 60 percent).
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Bnd H1andatcd Lhafi~'cs, H finn ClJ1J!J

significaniJy reJur:e incl'c:nental p~'intjng

acti ,.!ities by ccn:.bininb both ch .. !ngc~-~.
It is estErnrjted that there are

approxiulately 257,000 food IJ:bels
currently on the nlarket (based on A. C"
Nielsen study). These la.bels reprcs~~nt

both domestic and foreign prouucts.
l\Jthough products are labeled BcconJing
to the country of origin, prOdUCH{ Illay be
in1ported and then labeled or exported,
labeled in other countries and then
reimported or other variations. Such
variations rnake it impossible to
dis tinguish between foreign and
domestic firms in ternlS of bearing the
cost of label printing,

Because firms will be able to combine
planned and mandated changes for
some labeis l incremental costs will he
incurred for fewer than 257,000 food
labels. lJsing the methodology provided
in the contractor's cost study, the cost of
printing ne~v labels for the nlandated
changes which \vill be effective by at
least May 1993 will be $643 million.
Printing costs are a function of the
number of labels that must be printed,
the type of process used for printing the
labels, and the complexity of the
mandated printing change, Le., number
of colors involved and whether or not
the label must be redesigned. The
printing activities in response to
ingredient labeling (redesign costs only
are counted) will cost $112 million.

Printing costs for dietary supplements
are expected to be $250 per product.
FDA estimates there are approximately
3,400 unique dietary supplement
products on the market. This leads to a
total printing cost for dietary
supplements of $858,000. Thus~ total
printing costs will be $756 million.

f. Label inventory disposal costs. P~n

additional cost category is the label
inventory loss associated \vith the
tranEdHon froro old to nevv labeIs. The
cost of label inventory loss depends on
average label inventory and the length
of the cOlnpHance period. The key
va.riable in this rela.tionship is aver2ge:
IE~bel Label supply differs
..........,.,-.) •.~.,.n,.. "" .•-:,.y across industries and flrnl:~~

but a ~reat of variation is ".
sometImes present across product 1((123
\vithin the same firm.

There are rnany different {\iDeS of
labels~ usually cl~3sified acc~i'ding to
their construction and method of
application: preprinted and direct
Preprinted labels are printed on special
label paper, cut to size, and applied by
nlBchines to the container or package
using special adhesives. Direct labels
are printed directly on the con" ainer or
package. Therefore, for certain products,
such as canned soft drinks, the label

\IV h i"J! rn II S t 11e d i ~lJ\ (; :Jf~ d 0 f i:) (~f, tu a II y
the containpr.

A~: d;~.;t:u;}~·;ed (~b(n..·p., the (iverrJge lahel
supply (~nd length of the cornplL~nce

pcricd (ife the nlo~;t iznpor1rtnt factors in
deh.'!'n1ining inventory disposal costs. If
cdlo'\·ved 2 years, for ex~mple, most label
invt-;ntory will be depleted. Because
firms '-,viB be a ble to di!~pose of
inveniory prior to making letbel changes1

there will be no incremental inventory
disposal co~;ts as a result of the
declaraHon of certified colors and
ingredient declaration. Ho~!ever,
additional costs of $306 nlillion are
estimated to be incurred as a result of
the second phase of regulations if a 6
month compliance date must be met.
Thus, total costs for inventory disposal
of food labels BrHounts to $421 rnilHon.
'rhese costs include both dornestic and
foreign firms.

FDA'" has no informaiio.n to deiernline
inventory disposal costs for dietary
supplements. We assume firms will be
able to use up existing supplies within
the 6-month compliance period.

g. Reformulation. FDA believes that
firms may react to labeling regulations
by reformula ting existing products or
introducing new products. Product
reformula tion occurs when a firm. which
must now reveal nutritional
characteristics competes to provide
more nutritious products for the
marginal consumers \tvho drive the
market for quality. fvlany firms conduct
market tests before distributing a
reformulated or new product. These
tests range from small internal taste
panels to comprehensive public-use
tests.

FDA does not have adequate
information to deterrnine the amount of
product reformulation that may take
place as a result of this regulation. Thus,
while SOlne !inTiS may alter Inarketing
techniques and stI'ategies~ these costs
have not been quantified. Furthermore~
these cos is are inherently difficult to
predict because they depend on future
choices made bv firms.

h. Loss of trodenlGrlf nanles. Both the
percent juice labeling docu,rTlent and the
nutrient content clainl definitions
document rnav cause firms to alter
names currently trademarked" Under
Executive Order 12630, a Htc~kings~'

analysis ~lould be necessary if, in fact~

this constituted a potential taking. These
regula!ion,sJ ho~e:rer9 serve t.o
reenlpn8.S1Ze eXIsting regulations as to
hOVJ products may be named. Thus~ any
firnl vi/hich "Vvill be forced to change the

-name of its product is novv using terms
that misbrand its products, a.nd
therefore no legal property righ texis ts.
Thus, no "takings" analysis is
necessary. In the past, FDA resources

have been used sparingly to enforce
econOIl1ic deception. Ne-;"Tcrtheles3, the
(;negal) vdlne associated vvith the
trademark. name \vill be los t to the firnll
\vhen they change the name. Further,
losses incurred by producers and
consumers based on illegal names
should not be counted as a societal loss
(TruIT1bull cites Stigler, BuchDDan, and
others \vho argue thnt crinlinal gains
ought nat to be counted as societal ga~ns
(Ref. 16)).

i. Costs to food service
establishments. Potential costs of ihc
nutrient content and health clainls
regulations to food service
establishments include costs of changing
menus and menu boards, analytical
testing, creating nutrition posters or
handoutst and administrative costs.

i. Printed menus. To deteflTdne the
costs of reprinting nlenus not in
cornpliance with the proposed rules, the
estimated number of CFEs having menus
with health pronlotions and/or nutrient
content claims will be allocated across
different average cost of meal
categories. Different Inenu printing costs
may then be applied to the resul ting
figures. Within each size category, the
least-cost menu printing options are
considered, but it should be emphasized
tha t these are lower-bound figures. FDA
assumes that CFEs with an average cost
per meal of less than $15 use a tripanel
fold-out paper menu~ V'Jhich is estimated
to cost $2.65 to print (Ref. 17). I\n eight
page booklet estimated to cost $4.25 to
print is assumed for a CFE whose
average cost per meal is between $15 .
and $30. For the high-scale CFE with an
average cost per meal above $30,
printing a single-color menu is assumed
to cost $85 per 8.5xl1 inch page. This
analysis assumes only 1"V\lO pages and
one color. P...n approximate bre8.kdown
of affected CFEs by average cost of ineal
category is as foHovvs:

Tl\BLE 6.--t\lUM8ER OF t'\FFECTED COM

MERCL~.l FOOD EST/\8USHMENTS BY

AVERAGE COST OF fv1EAL

Affected
Cost of mea! establish-

ments

~~~~.:~~~g:~::::::::~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::110~:~~~
Total 1··~~~-1~

I

Another factor affecHng costs is the
nurnber of menus that must be printed
per CFE. The number of menus that
must be printed is a function of the
average number of customers. Columns
1 and 2 of Table 7 present the average
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distribution of seating capacity in the
restaurant industry. l'hese percentages
have then been applied to the total
nun1ber of restaurants in each average
cost of meal category. l'his procedure

ignores any correla.tion between the
)I]unlber of sea ts and the average cost of
meal. Tha t is, the same proportion of
establishments vlith various seat sizes is
ascribed to each of the average cost of

n1eal ca tegories. FDi\ is unawar;f~ of any
correlation betvveen the rnenl
cost and the size of an ...... rI11~rt.·~'t.·,!
restaurant.

TABLE 7.-EsTiMATED NUMBER OF AFFECTED COMMERCIAL FOOD SERVICE ESTABUSHMENTS (BY CHECK SIZE AND SEAT~NG

CAPACITY) AVERAGE CHECK SIZE

_~-~_~~_=~._ Seating capaci~ p:rC~o~~.'1-4T-'~$1415'87J4 ~Jgii8"-3-0E-~r-m1~4~:5~
(0 to 1OO..~ · 70 ••••••••••••••••••• ,., •••• ." •• " 00 •••• " " •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

101 to 150......................................................................................................................................................................... 0.21 I 22,311 1,245 218
150 to 199 .,...... 0.18 19,124 1,067 187

;o~o~:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~:::::::::~~:::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::L==~'?~_-1~::::: --~------~~

The next step in computing menu
reprinting costs is to calculate the total
number of menus that must be reprinted
and the cost of changing these menus for

each of the three check size categories.
For simplicity, the average number of
seats within each range is used as a
proxy for the number of menus and is

multiplied by the number of restaurants
within each corresponding check size.
The total number of printed menus
affected for CFEs is shown in table 8.

TABLE 8.-TOTAL NUMBER OF MENUS AFFECTED

Average number of seats

50 .
125 ~ ~..........................................................................•.........................................
175 .
300 __..•...•.••.•...............................•...........

, 400..•.._ .

Total ~ .

Average check size

<$15 $15 to $30

743,694
2,788,853
3,346,623

10,517,958
5,949,552

23,346,660

>$30

If the average number of seats
represents the number of menus that

must be reprinted, the total cost of
reprinting menus, less administrative

cost, is $107 million, as shown below.

TABLE g.-CoSTS OF REPRINTING MENUS FOR CFEs

Average Check Size

< $15 $15 to $30 I > $30

Total number of seats................................................................................................................................................................... 23,346,680 1'302'89:L:8I 228,320
Menu costs...................................................................................................................................................................................... x $2.65 x $4.25 x $175
_&_._Jb_to_ta_ls_._•••_ _••_•••_•••_•••_•••_•••_•••_•••_••_•.•_•••_•••_ _••_•••_••_•••_•••_ _••_•••_•••_ _•••_••_•••_•••_ _•.•_.~_•••_••_•••_•••_•••_•••_•••_••_•••_•••_•••_•••_•••_,,_•••_•••_•••_•••_•••_•••_.•_•••_•••_•••_•••_•••_•••_•••_•••_••._._ _$_6_1,_868_,7_0_1--6-_$_5_,5~3_7_,31. 5 $39_,956,044
_ Total _.................................................. 1 $107

I Million.

if. ~,tfenu boards. In addition to those
CFEs having printed menus, a certain
number of CFEs using menu boards are
likely to undergo compliance costs as a
result of the current proposal. As stated
previously, the cost of changing menu
boards utilizing separate letters that
may be easily affixed :or removed will
be considered negligible. Thus, only
those menu boards using preprinted
plastic strips that must be professionally
manufactured will be considered.·
lIowever,·FDArequests information on
any other sort ofmenu board or printed

menu that may be affected but has not
been considered.

Unfortunately, no data are currently
available on the percentage of CFEs
having this type of menu boardf or on
the number of items on these boards
containing nutrient cOlltent claims or.
health cla~ms. However, a rough
estimate 'of the number of items affected
may be possible through the use of
reasonable assumptions.

FDA believes the CFEs most likely to
have nlenu boards with either health
claims or nutrient content claims are

frozen specialty shops such as frozen
yogurt shops, some of whose business
revolves around the ostensible nutrition
advantages of their product.

The assumptions tobe made on the
number of menu strips affected may be
broken down into three parts: (1) The
number of establishments in various
categories likely to have menu boards
with preprinted plastic strips and thus'
potentially affec'ted: (2) the number of
establishments having this type of menu
board now using health claims. and (3)
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LS;',I.ExdUj•.:.::., labeling of raw fruit \!'~~'~;;..;tab!e::;, 3~"',d

CDsts d:s<,;ounte~j! a! 5 percent

p,n:.::i',:ticaj cos~s'

r--'rir;,ng costs
l:lvent;:')f'i d~s;_~~~;';3il

CC~2!5 :." 1

I-ABLE 11.-TOTt\L COSTS Of FOC)[)

LABEUNG R[GULAT~ONS

:3.. RdVV Fruit, Vegetables., acd I"'ish

The costs of the action to label I'av\!
fruit vegetables, and fish include
laboratory testing; data base
compila fion; a drninistra tive costs~ and
the printing of signs, posters. handouts,
etc. Because the regulation is
"voluntary," it is impossible to predict
the number of firms that will choose to
cOInply although it is suspected tha t
most, if not all, of the supermarkets \·vill
comply. If a substantial number (60
percent of all stores evaluated) are not
found in compliance within 2 years, the
agency will have to issue mandatory
regulations. There are 31,000 chain
stores and 68,000 independent grocery
stores that faH under the compliance
guidelines.

COlnpliance costs \'vill vary depending
on the particular medium chosen to
convey the nutrition information. The
fi10re elaborate the labeling, the higher
th(~ cost. Brochures to be handed out, for
example, would cost $41000 to 6,000 per
100,000 brochures (Ref. 19). Hovvever,
\vhere some stores do choose to offer
complicated labeling schemes as a
marketing device, tha t \Nould not
necessarily be considered a cost of this
regulation. Also, bulk orders by large
chain supermarkets are expected to
reduce costs substantially.

Comments have indicated to FDi\. that
the average life of a grocery store sign is
6 months with a yearly cost of between
$150 and $200 (Ref. 20). Over a 20-year
period, if exactly 60 percent of
supermarkets included are in
complianGe~ the discounted cost \'vould
be between $117 ($150 per year
discounted at 5 percent) and $155
million ($200 per year discounted at 5
percent).

Assuming every conSllmer spends the
same for grqceries, each store with over
$2,000,000 per year in sales would have
an average of 6,500 customers\vho
\\Tould benefit from the labeling
'(250,000,000 consumers X: i80.5 percent of
sales = 203,750,000,203,750,000/31,000:

\I\-Ui.;ld r~~print tZL;;r r.r:I:;~':IS

vv~ i hin tLq2 aHoU cd compt:~:no: p\~~ IU']

and 'Jvhich V\'(;:t: r~()t includ:'d idj,:;·1.'c".

~dl [itO-Is lIsi ng
r; utri r n teeD ten tand; () r hea 1theLiiI n ~-::'

":,,,ill incur pdnting und ;}d;:ni~li~U'id~\'e

costs\ not all firD1s \'Vill incur an,dyt~c;d

co~·ts .. SorTie firms currently Dj;.-d<ing

c]allnls lvill not continue to usc thenl i.3
the future., as not aU mTnu itcrns vviH
rnee:t the criterio: for ch: ~ nr ~:,' n{~r

"'~liH aU [;1'n18 \yi3h to bC,iT ~H..L.~i·t:on;d

costs ..
iv. Adrninistr2: U\.:e cos~s. Finns

affected by these regulations "viH ~dso

incur adm}njstrative COfits---the dollar
value of the increnlental athoinistrative
effort expended in order to comply with
a regulation. Although Fll..L\ has no
specific information in regards to the
adrninistrative cost per restaurant FDA
estimates the relationship of
adrninistrative costs to total costs for
those firms' continuing to use nutrient
content and/orhealth claims to be
approximately 15 percent of those fjrnls~

total printing and analytical costs for
labeling regulations (Ref. g). For those
firms choosing to not continue the use of
claims, administrative costs are
estirnated to be 5 percent of total
printing and analytical costs applicable
to those firms. Therefore, if 20 percent of
firms currently making claims continue
to use them, total adlninistra live costs
\.vill be $9 million. If only 1 percent of
firms currently making claim.s continue
to use them, total administrative costs
will be $6 million.

v. Total costs to food service
establishments. The costs to restaurants
of the regulations to define the use of
nutrient content claim.s and health
clahns include the costs of changing
printed menus ($107 million) and menu
boards ($111,OOO), analytical testing
costs, and administrative costs ($9
rnillion if 20 percent of firms currently
using claims continue to use them, $6
million if only 1 percent). Therefore, this
speculative estimate of the total cost to
restaurants of. these regulations is $116
million if 20 percent of firms currently
using claims continue to use them~ and
$113 minion if only 1 percent. These
costs must be considered to be
preliminary estimates as many of the
assumptions are speculative. Within the
next year, FDA will prepare a more
accurate analysis of the cost of these
proposed regulations on restaurants.

j. Total costs of the mandatory
regulations. The total costs of the
regula tions are provided in table 11:

nUrTt ~Jcr Gf fncn u ~j trip~ th;d r:U!:i.~: he'
Cn~~nf'.eu per' afff'ctcd n~c.nu. bo;~;{L

respect to the flr~~t ]~-;sue, tnt"
assunH:~) that 50 percent of

specialty shops (froz\~n

and ice crearn cslo bJishn;enl~L

50 of dB fast food
esitar§11:J;nn[H~jl1.ts (iacluuing those thtd
h.Hve pn;vious1y been identified as

printed rncnus), use menu hO('~;'ds

1>.... ~,.~~··,""'l .... tod pIastre s1riDs .. In
('j\.4'lA:.l.'.A'.I~,'. as an (:xanlple. n;e agf;nc:v
asstunes that 10 percent of aU oth.~::r'

CFEs not previously considered tel! use
printed n-i.er:us, use this type of ITr.{;nu
bOGrd.

Next the Dgcncy assumes that 50
percenl of the potentially affected menu
boards used by frozen food speciaHy
shops \vill contain either health clainl.s
or nutrient content clain1s. In addition 9

the agency assumes that 5 percent of aU
other potentially affected menu boards
will have health claims or nutrient
content claims. Finally, it will be
assumed that an average of two strips
must be replaced per affected menu
board. Using the previous assumptions
as an eX3lnple, the number of affected
menu boards would be asshovvn in
"table 10.

TABLE 10.-EsTiMATED NUMBER OF

~1ENU BOARDS AFFECTED~ BY TYPE OF

ESTABLISHMENT

Limited menu (fast food) ", 3,651
Commercia! cafeterias " 31
Ice cream vendors, etc "...... 3,049
MisceUaneous food service ,...... i 43
Food cont~·actors 79
Retail hosts - " 451
Recreation and sports....... 62

Total ., " ".. ".. 1,478

The cost of printing m,cnu board itenll
strips ranges from about $6 to $18 for a
smaU nurnber of strips (about 1 to 10)
and from about $1.50 to $4 for a verv
large nunlber or strips (500) (Ref. 1.8).,
Since the cost depends heavily on the
nunlber of identical strips printed at one
time, an accurate assessment of these
costs vvould entail knowledge of the
number of independent and franchise
establishments. As a preliminary
estinlate, the simple average of the
range of item strip printing costs noted
above, $7.40, may be used. Under the
preceding assumptions, the additional
cost due to changing item strips on menu
boards would be about $111,000.

iii. Analytical testing costs. All firms
wishing to use nutrient content claims
and health claims must undergo
verification testing. Analytical testing
represents a cost to all firms using
health claims or nutrient content claims
on the menu, including those firms who
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i_
supennarkets =::=6.574 customers/
st~perrnarket).The independent stofe:~,it

\ivHh sales under $2,000,000, \vou~d have
an a verage of 150 cHstorners [250,000,000
consurrU1rs X 6.6 percent of
sales:= 16,500,000. 16,500,000/110,000
stores = 150 consurners per store). If
labeling costs $200 per store every year.
labeling costs in the snlallerstores
\vould be $1.33 per consumer per year.

1J. Benefits of tbe !)rvposed (~ot;on

The proposed labeling changes ~t'liU

benefit consurners by giving thern
information to refine their food choices
for health or other reasons. This section
contains a qualitative description of
indhridual benefi ts to be derived frorn
the implementaHon of each of the
reouirementsof the 1990 amendments
and a quantitative estimate of the
requirements as a whole.

1. Qualitative Description of Benefits of
Individual Regulations

'This section will discuss the
qualitative benefits of the individual
regula tions. The benefi t3 of mandatory
nutrition labeling will be discussed
quantitatively in the next section.

3. Labeling ingredients. i. Sweeteners
listed together. A·common. complaint
among consumers is that the ingredient
list, in descending order of
predominance, may contain multiple
sweeteners which appear to represent a
small proportion of ingredients. For
example, sugar, high fructose corn
syrup, and dextrose may be used in a
ready-to-eat cereal and appear to make
only a marginal contribution to the
product based on individual listings in
the ingredient list, although, if combined,
the list would show the product to have
s\veeteners as the primary ingredient.
People wishing to control their intake of
s\veeteners for health reasons (e.g.•
diabetes, obesity) or any other reason
will be better able to adjust their food
choices to rnateh their preferences as 8

result of this rule.
itRequired listing of protein

hydrolysates. Because of trade secrets
and the complex technical namefl of
flavors, FDA has always exempted
flavors from ingredient listings (FDA is
also required to exempt flavors by
statute). However, that exemption has

- never been applied to flavor enhancers
such as monosodiu.m glutamate (MS'G).
This rule clarifies the status of protein
hydrolysa tes, such as hydrolyzed
vegetable protein and other protein
hydrolysates, which contain small
amounts of MSG and which act as both
flavors and flavor enhancers, by
requiring· them to be listed. MSG· h-as
long been suspected of causing allergic
like reactIons such as the·~Chinese

restaurant svndrome:t l·his re~ulation

\vill benefi t those consunlers who \\fish
to avoid "protein hydrolysa tes/'

iiI. Required listing of sodium
e,Hseinates. Sodium caseinates, which
are milk derivatives, are cODlponents of
('~-nandairy';crearners. Caseinates are
rt;quired to be listed by some states.
I-Io'wever, for vegetarians, milk protein
sensHive individuals) and others such as
those attempting to foHow religious
proscriptions, it is important to know
that nondairy creamers may contain a
dairy product. 'Thus. this regu!ationwill
require that manufacturers indicate that
sodium caseinates are. in fact. derived
frOITI milk.

iv. Statenlent that ingredients are
listed in the descending order of
predominance. Although FDi\'s
regulation has been in place for a
number of years, some consumers sHU
do not understand that products are
listed in the descending order of
predominance. This required statenlent
will elinlinate ilia t confusion.

v. Listing of colors. A listing of colors
\vill provide consumers who are
sensitive to them with this informalion
as wen as provide information for those
who wish to avoid chemical colorants.

vi. Required listing of ingredients in
standardized foods. Very little, if any~
benefit will be obtained from this
provision of the statute because most or
all ingredients are currently listed in
standardized foods.

vii. Provision of a uniforIn fonna t for
voluntary declaration of percentage
ingredient information. Although FDA
has declined to require that ingredients
be listed by their percentage
contribution to a product because of the
potential costs of such a requirement
(relative to the ,potential benefits), some
manufacturers may cn-oose to make such
lists available in response to consumers
demand. FDA is proposing a uniform.
forma t that manufacturers would use if
they did choose to make such a
declaraUon. By providing a uniform
format,consumer confusion over
multiple presentations would be
avoided. '

b. Labeling ofpercent juice. Providing
consumers with the listing of
percentages of fruit juice in various juice
beverages will enable them to make
choices consistent with their desire to
obtain percentages of juice. Consumers
have. repeatedly asked for this -
information.

Other benefits include clarifying the
regulation that requires consistent
naming of products. Some products now
marketed are mislabeled under existing
regulations by Jaillire to putthe names
of juices in descending order of weight
'predominancein the product name. A

product containing 80 pl~rcent apple
juice and 20 percent grapl~ juice, for
exnnlple, may not be called Hgrape
apple .iuice. H This·regulation restates
and reenforces this regula tory principle.
--this regulation also clarifies the rules by
\lvhieh manufacturers can count a
modified juice as "juice. U In sorn{~ cases~

manufacturers have modified juice 30

rnnch that only water and sugars
remain.

c. Labeling of raPI frujt, v-egf}t{1b!es~

and fish. To the extent that consunlers
do not now know the nutritional
composition of the raw fruit, vegetables~

and fish tha t are proposed to be
included among the "top 20, H SOJne

change in purchase behavior may be
expected leading to a healthier diet.

d. Standardizing serving sizes. The
'1990 amendments direct FDA to
standardize serving sizes for individual
foods rather than allowing each
manufacturer to establish their own
serving size.

In the past, manufacturers were free
to select their own serving size for
purposes of calculating nutrient
amounts. Standardization of
measurements such as weights and
scales dates· as far back as 3500 B'C (Ref.
21). The benefits of such standardization
to buyers are red uced search cost8 (a
transactions cost of using the market)
and concomitantly, an increased abilHy
to accurately select product quality
consistent with individual desires. In the
case of serving sizes, manufacturers
may often u game" nutritionallabeHng
by selecting a favorahIe serving size. An >

example would be to select a smaller
serving size in order to be ahIe to clainl
that a product was low in fat or sodium~
If similar products use different serving
sizes, consumers must make the
appropriate calculation to compare
products. However, many' consumers
may not notice that different serving
sizes are being used. which leads to
erroneous impressions of the. nutri tioc-al
quality of the food.

e. Standardizing adjectives to
describe nutrien.t content. Because
adjectives such as low, high, etc., are a
verbal qualitative description of
quantitative measurement. these
regulations will have similar benefits to
standardization ofserving sizes.

f. llevising the nutrition label for/nat.
Several goals will be met by this
regula tion. The format chosen will be
one.which consumers desire, find· easy
to use, and easily understand.
Ultimately. if a, new format is selected~it

will cause some consumers to direct
their purchase behavior towards more
healthful·foods.
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g llefJulotinp heal!.h ,c}oinn:. The
be\;ent~Jf thes~ pr~)pos(;d regulations us
tio provide for new infonna tion in the
~narket in the form of hp,ftlth claims ~h~1~

are not misleading in the sense tha t
scientific evidence supports thern.
f\!though health claims exist on the
irnarket now, they have not been leggHy
allowed for food products. FIlA has
\Used its enforcement discretion to act
(Jgainst only those clairns that were
~~gregiouslymislealHng and, in the caSt!
of restaurants, FDA has traditionaHy left
(enforcement of health claims to the
states. In the past, a food which made a
claim rela ting to preventing, curin~ or
trea ling a disease legally became a dru.g
and was subject to drug regulations.
Because the regulation of drug products
is much more burdensome than that for
foods, this acted as a disincentive to
making such clainls. 1'hese regulations
will now permit these claims to be
made, if precleared by FDA. so that
labels for food products as well as
menus and menu boards can contain
health claims without being subject to
drug regulations. The additional benefit
to regulating the use of claims by food
service establishments is to prevent
consumer confusion that may occur if
different rules apply to foods from
different sources, Le., packaged foods
versus restaurant foods.

Because the costs to food service
establishments of analytical testing and
JIlutrition information printing are high
per menu item, many food service firms
might choose to remove claims from
their menus. This would reduce benefits
to the extent that claims that are not
misleading_will be r/emoved. FDA
requests information on the number of
food service companies tha twill
discontinue the use of nonmisleading
heal th claims because of the burden
imposed by the proposed regula tions.
FDA also requests information on the
likely changes in consurrier behavior,
and health, if this reduction occurs. In
particular, how large would the health
costs be, estimated on a basis similar to
that used for estimating health benefits,
of increased labeling? Would any health
gains from restaurants which added
nutrition information to menus be as
large as the losses from restaurants
\<vhich stopped making only health
claims at all? Would the number of
-truthful health claims on menus grow
larger than at present if regulation did
not discourage this?

As a component of labeling in general,
health claims may be the primary
motivating force behind consumer
behavior changes (substituting toward
more nutritious foods). As such. much of
the benefits oLthe1990 amendments will

dr:'pf>od on how he,ahl. ch~ ~HlS are
reguldted. If mostly incorrect ch~i:ns art~

prohibited. consumers will benefi t frorft
only seeing thosn clairns that are
correct. On the other hancl if clainH~ that
are Hkelv to be true aN~ removed. this
\viH dec;ease the total benefits of the
'1990 umendments as consumers will
lose valuable inforrr\ation. IIo\vever, the
opportunity exists for firms to petition
the agency to reinstate UtrueH

clainl~~. It
is not clear how rnuch conSUHler
changes in purchases for nutrition
reasons can be attributed to health
claims on the front of the primary
display panel versus the nutrition panrel
on the back of product. Ippolito and
~'!athios found large changes in both
producer and consunler behavior due to
changes in health claims (front of label),
but were unable to separate out
behavior changes due to the presence Dr
absence of nutrition !abeHng (back of
label) (Ref. 22).

2. Labeling Benefits Model

FDi\ looked at several possible ways
of quantifying the health benefits of the
'1990 amendments. 'The preferred method
of estimating benefits is to measure
actual market prices for the good in
question-a willingness-to-pay modeL
However, the good in this case is
information on the food label, which is
not directly traded in the market The
market for most consumer information is
for consumer durable goods, but studies
on these goods do not transla te well to
food labeling information.

Yet another method of quantifying
benefits is to use contingent valuation
studies in which consunlers are given
structured interviews to determine their
~viningness to purchase 8 good tha t is
not normally traded in the market.
I-iowever, the more hypothetical the
question, the less -incentive respondents
have for accurate responses (Ref. 23).
FDA believes that questions relating to
information which might be supplied on
the food label would be too
hypothetical.

Because neither willingness-ta-pay
nor contingent valuation studies would
produce estimates of the value of new
food label· informati-on, FDA decided to
use an altemative market approach
\vhich projects changes in consumer
purchasing patterns. It is expected that
most consumers will rea.ct to the new
labeling by readjusting their prior
expectations about the nutritional
quality of the food they are purchasing.
That is. the information they learn about
the amounts of saturated fatf total fat,
and other nutrients will alter their food
choice to discQver which, among other
things, ranks nutritional qualities of
food. This factor then,iri combination

\vith other ch~frac~erislicsof food. wiU
L;HJS(~ some COnSUITlerS to alter their
purchase behavior to\lvnrd healthier
rood.

The H10uel eventually chosen \V<l3

created by RTf for FDA. is entitled
''''Eritimating 11eaHh Bcnf~fHs of Nutrition
Laue) (~hangesH attempted to e.stirnate
health benefits through a three-step
process:

(1) Estim(-1te the changes in cOnStHner
purchase behavior and resulting
chnngf~s in nutrient intakes itS a resuh of
receiv) ng new nutdent inforn1H tion
<about foods.

(2) Esthnate the changes in health
:states that would result from consunlers l1

changes in nutrient intakes. particularly
for reduced incidence of cancer ftr'id

C~ID.

(3) Estimate the \tatue of changps in
health states in terms of life-vears
gained. nunlber of cases or d:~aths
avoided, and dollar value of such
benefits.

8. EstiJnotion of changes in conSUlner
purchase behoTlior and nutrient .intakes~

The magnitude of changes in nutrient
intakes will depend on how consumers
use the new information t.o alter their
choice of foods. ~rha t will. in turn.
depend on whether the informa Hon is
inlportant to consumers, \'vhether His in
a fornlat easy to Undf)fstand. and how
nutrition is valued rela tive to other food
characteristics (taste, appearance.
convenience, and price). The change in
purchasing behavior that will ultima,tely
lead to a change in nutrient intake is
difficult to estimate. What is being
projected is the change in purchasing
beha vior that 'Alould come as a result of
new, specific, product information about
\vhich consumers already ha\!e a prior
esUrnation.

There is no situation which exactly
corresponds to this particular set of
regulations which could serve as a
model to estimate this change. I-Io\'veverll

FDA does have a market study of
purchasing behavior change from Ct

similar kind of situation. This study \vas
conducted as a result of a special ,.
program done by FDA in conjunction
with Giant Food, Inc. This study,
entitled the SDA, used special shelf
labels to call consumers' attention to
various nutrient content claims of food.
For-example, a flag may have called
attention to a product that qualified
under FDA guidelines as being Hlow
cholesteroL" In addition. a guidebook
was o.ffered either free or at nominal
charge.

To compute the changes in nutrient
intakes (or consumers that resulted
during this study- a four.;.stepmethod
\vas used:
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(1) Identify products, with a significant
market share change.

(2) Esthnate the nu!nber of shelf
labeled a.nd unlabeled products in each,
significant product ca tegory and the
market share changes in each product
category from unlabeled to labeled.

(3) Compute esti.Dlated changes in
consumption of foad from SD.t'\
categories by usin,g the "Continuing
Survey of Food Intakes by Individuals
(CSFII)/' and SDA results.

(4) Estimate changes in nutrient
intakes from product share changes and
extrapolate changes to the U.s.
population (Ref. 24).

Table 12 shows the estimated nutrient
changes (Ref. 24):

TABLE 12.-EsT~MATEDCHANGES IN Nu
TRIENT !NTAKES FROM THE uf~ARKET

STUDyH

Men Women

Change in fat intake:
Grams........................................ - 1.49 - 0.67
Percent...................................... -1.4 -1.1

Change in saturated fat intake:
Grams........................................ - 0.48 - 0.16
Percent ~......................... -1.3 -0.7

Change in cholesterol intake:
Milligrams - 0.42 - 0.26
Percent...................................... -0.1 -0.1

This estimate may be construed to be
a reasonable underestimate of the
changes consumers are expected to
make for the following reasons: (1) The
SDl\ experiment did not cover as much
of the nutritional profile as will be
covered by the 1990 amendments; (2)
Nat all food products were covered by
the SDl\. study; (3) Consumer awareness
and concern for total and saturated. fa t
has increased since that study was done
(1988) and will likely continue to
increase over the next 20 years for
\vhich benefits are estimated; (4) No
reformulation was likely to take place
for this small market; and (5) No
estimate was made for substitutions
between products (e.g., potatoes to rice).

flo\tvever, there are some reasons that
drive this estimate to overstate change,
particularly. First, because this
infotmatian was in the form of shelf
"flags H as opposed to nutrition panel
informaHon on the back of packages,
consumers are more likely to be drawn
to this type of labeling instead of new
Information on the backs of labels.
However, the effect may be mitigated if
firms choose to voluntarily use such
nutritional "highlight" flags as an
extension ofnutritiQn labeling. Also, the
.allowance ofhealth claims on the front
of the package may ·tend to sinlli!ate ·the
effect of shelf flags.

SecondlY9 no net effects of dietary
ch.anges \vere estimated. For example9 if
consumers decreased their intake of
lllilk to lower fat intake and replacedl it
with apple juice~ this Inight cause a
calcium deficiency and increased risk of
osteoporosis., These net effects are
complicated because of the
extraordinarily large nurnber of dSk'\,
items associated with any food.

Thirdly~ this study, when applied to
the entire population over 20 years 9

assurnes that the purchase behavior
shi.fts observed in the SDA studv win be
perrnanent. In fact, many studie~ have
noted transitory shifts in behavior in.
response to new information.
Nonetheless~ as diet/health links are
strengthened in the next 20 years and
awareness of these links increases, FDA
expects that these behavioral shifts will
be lasting. Finally the nutritional
benefits are extrapolated to the U.s.
population using a baseline for
nutritional consumption that is derived
from 1988 data. If in fact, there is a trend
toward better diets, and to the extent
that the trend continues independently
of labeling changes, then this
extraoolation will tend to overstate
benefits.

The fact that this model neither
allowed for substitutions between
products nor calculated the net effect of
all dietary components has been
discussed as leading to either an
overestimate or an underestimate of
benefits. One problem that occurs now
with substitutions between products is
tha t some products as a category are
almost entirely unlabeled. Putler and
Frazao (1991) find that women trying to
decrease their level of fat simply traded
one source of fa t for another between
food groups (Ref. 25). The product
groups that were added included the
largely unlabeled dairy products and
food fats and oils. Thus, labeling of all
food products will mitigate this problem.

In terms of the net effects of product
substitutions, FDA believes that fat,
saturated fat, and cholesterol
consumption changes are likely to have
the largest nutritional impact on health.
Furthermore, health messages will be
regulated such that no claim may be
made unless the food is within the
boundaries for a healthy food in several
aspects, i.e., saturated fat, total fat,
cholesterol, and sodium. Content claims
require disclosure of "negative nutrients
in high amounts in close proximity to the
claim and claims are prohibited if the
food contains 'negative nutrients' in high
amounts." It is unlikely that consumers
switching to avoid consumingtoQ much
of the primary negative nutrients will
encounter gross· healtheffect~ from
consuming different nutrients in an

alternate fDOd that v~rould offset the
benefit of reducing of the
primary negative nutdents. vvhHe
there may be some net effects tDa t
decrease benefits as esthnated9 this
effect is likely to be rninimaL
Furthermore, as consumers becofi1e
more knowledgeable over tinle about
the diet/health link~ they are likely to
make even more judicious diet
substitutionso

b. Esti"rnation of changes in health
states. The next step in estin1ating
benefits is to establish the link betV\;een
changes in nutrient intakes and
reductions in the probabilities of
disease. Because this estimate focused
solely on changes in total fat, satura ted
fa t, and dietary cholesterot health
changes are only estimated for CHD and
cancer. A computer modet developed
by Dr. Warren Bro\vner for DHHS, has
been used to estimate the relationship of
changes between intake of fat and
dietary cholesterol and changes in
cancer and CHD (Ref. 26).

This model estimates the number of
cases and deaths of CHD and breast
cancer, prostate cancer, and colon/
rectal cancer for a to-year period. The
model is divided by age group, race, and
sex and computes the expected
difference in rates of death from an
causes and death from CHD and the
three cancers. Cancer is affected by
intake of total fat and is assumed to
have a lQ-year latency.

For CHD, relative risks are based on
logistic regression coefficients obtained
from the ~Iultiple Risk Factor
Intervention Trial (MRFIT) and
Framingham studies, which specify the
change in CHD resulting from a change
in the level of serum cholesterol (Ref. 27
and 41). Serum cholesterol changes
occur as a result of changes in the intake
of dietary cholesterol and saturated fat
with a 2-year lag. These changes are
predicted by the Hegsted equation (Ref.
28). Finally, changes in health sta tes for
both diseases were predicted for the
next 20 years.

There are factors in the estimation of
health effects that lead to both
underestimates and overestimates.

i. Underestimates. Consumers'
increased knowledge of the ingredient
and nutrient composition of foods is
expected to lead manufacturers,
particularly those who are not now
providing nutrition information and who
can make low cost reformulations, to
reformulate their products to make
"healthier" products. An indirect benefit
may thus arise as some consumers, who
do not search for nutrition, inadvertently
obtain healthier (reformulated) food.
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l'\.. rHdysts have rHJt n.'dchf,d d

consensus on the best nlethod of
applying a wUlingness .. to-pay es~~rnd~

to \"ulue changes in health sta tes. 'Thl~

shHHes mentioned above exarnioe
consumers· and workers' V'.jRllingness,t,)·
pay to reduce risk in various situattons.
frorn dying irnlnediately of injury to
d~¥'ing of cancer at old age. SonlC
ana.lysts apply a Olean figure to value
the prevention of early dea th. others
be lieve it is importan t to consider only
the lIkely remaining nUlnbel' of life
years. l'hus, this analysiswHl present
both figures,

fa) Relnaining hfe-years approach.
'The remaining life-years approach
calculates a discounted value per life..
year saved from mean values of
willingness-to-pay to reduce the risk of
death. According to analysts who favor
this -~riew. H* * * statistics about life
expectancy tell us a great deal more
than do stupefying tallies of death."
~rhat is, it is the length of life that is
considered important. since dying of a
heart a Hack at age 80 is posited to be of
less societal concern than dying in a car
accident at age 35. Use of these values.
life-years saved, implie~ that it is worth
more to society to save 60 years of life
than 5 years of life.

In their study. RTI used the rela tively
conservative value of $1.5 million for th~

willingness-ta-pay figure. Using the
expected discounted life-years
remaining from age 40. and a discount
value of 5 percent. a value of $89,074 pel
life-year saved is derived. Combining
this figure with the discounted number
of life-years saved produces a benefits
estimate of $3.6 billion ($7.2 billion if
$3.0 million is used for the willingness
to-pay figure as is done in the nexl
section). If benefits are discounted at 1ft
percent (for comparison purposes,
analytical costs, which extend into the
future~ \\fere also discounted at 10
percent), benefits become $3.1 billion.
Benefits do not decline rapidly with
discount rates as the original value of
life estimate is unchanged and fewer
discounted remaining years of life is
offset with a higher value per year.

Benefit estimates in each year are
discounted back to the time of this
decision because changes in risk for
CHD and cancer appear at different,
distant points in time. The Office of
Technology Assessment has noted that
health benefits should be discounted,
other things equal. because people
prefer health benefits today rather than
at a future time (Ref. 31). By discount~ng

these health effects to the present time,
the value that consumers place today on
future benefits may be estimated.
Furthermore, it is necessary to discount

34,241
31,782
25,963

39.838
26.880
24,055

[Dollars}

!\pplying theSf: figures to the
discounted (5 percent) total number of
cas(~s to be avoided over the 20-year
period yields a total of $0.,6 billion
saved.

Ii. Willingness-to-pay estimat.es.
"A,. voided medical care costs undervalue
the true benefits of a health care
regulation because they do not include
productivity losses or pain and suffering
losses. A more inclusive method of
valuing these losses is to estinlate the
anlount people are willing-to-pay to
reduce risk. The willingness-ta-pay
estirnates in this section are values that
consumers and workers place on risk
reduction. This is different from values
people place on label information.
which, as discussed earlier, we were
unable to directly estimate.

Willingness-to-pay studies have been
done for a variety of risk situations
including wage differentials between
high and low risk jobs. use of seat belts
to reduce risk and contingent valuation
surveys. These studies reflect the fact
that p"eople routinely make decisions to
accept or avoid some incremental
amount of risk such as choosing'
between buying an automobile or a
motorcycle, climbing mountains or
playing softball or being a policeman
versus being a secretary. These
decisions may either increase or
decrease risk.

The results of these studies have often
been mislabeled as "value of life"
estima tes. These estimates represent not
the value of a life, but only the value of
a reduction in the statistical risk of
deatho Thus. it is incorrect to say that if
a person values a 1 in 100 risk reduction
at $10,000, then that person's life is
valued at $1,000,000 ($1o,ooo/.Ol). It will
rna Her, for example, whether the
marginal risk is a reduction from 100/
100 to 99/100. or from 2/100 to 1/100.

Consequently, statistical willingness..
to-pay figures must be understood to
reflect only estimated values of marginal
changes in the risk of dea tho It should
also be pointed out that the willingness..
to-pay figures used here 'will be applied
to changes in risk (from estimated
consumer behavior changes) \vhich
places additional uncertainty on these
numbers.

T 1\81. E: 11 -·-AVERAGE MFD1CAL CJ\F·1F

COSTS

(Ovor 20 Years)

TABLE 13.-EST!MATED HEALTH

EFFECTS 1

diabetes,
H. 0 veres tinHi , P ~.~ . U ~~ ~ ~ 0 f the ! !egs ted

equation may oven:sL\rnate ~he possible
lfreduction of Cl-iD. R~:~cent rEsults
hadicate that l!eg~·,1ed 1n;p/ ha\l'e
overestimated tl~'e effect of dietary
cholesterol on serurn cholesterol by a
ffiH.:lor of between ~hree or four [Rei. .'29).

'Niany of the provisions of the
Lngredient labeling regulations are
directed at food ingredient sensitivities
such as the provision regarding
caseinate in Hnondalry" products.

Table 1~1 presents thf! nurnbers of
cases and dea ths from cancer and ClID
tha t are predicted to be avoided as a
result of the 1990 arucndments over a 20
year period:

heJJlth ,:~nndILIr.1!1S bc.'ddt,s CJ If)
title! cancer rn,qy l)f~ ~rnpfnved as a result

nutrition L;'b(d;ng. EXilE1Pl(;S i.nclude
dnd

Cases avolded Total anr~aJ cases

~;~~;:::::::~:~:;:;:~..~:~..~j ---'~i~~~ir-~~~~~
~eaths avOid,8d······················..

t
12,902 t " .

Ufe-years galnOd .=1~_., 80.=.30 r·.· ..
RUses tagtimes of 2 and 10 years for the occur..

renee of CHD and cancer, respectiv'oty following a
diet change.

c. ~'aluation of health state changes.
In order to facilitate comparison of the
costs of implementing the 1990
Hmendments, the changes in health
states (benefits) will be valued in
dollars. These estimates are valued
using several separate techniques which
reflect different assumptions about how
to estimate reductions in the probability
of early dea ths. 'rogether they provide a
range for the benefits of the 1990
arnendrn.ents.

i. l\1edical care Gosts. ~'ledical care
costs are cash outlays for the costs of
medical care (cases). The figures
presented here overstate the true
reduction in such costs as the costs of
conlpeHng illnesses are not subtracted.
l'hat is, even though cancer or CHD may
be avoided. another disease may occur
such that only net savings should be
reported. Because costs of average cases
of ail other kinds of disease are not very
meaningfuL gross average ntedical care
cost savings are reported- tnTable 14
below (Ref 24):
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1 Uses lagtimes of 2 and 10 years for the occur
rence of CHD and cancer respoctively fo!lowing a
diet change.

TABLE 1S,-f\1AXIMUM HEALTH BENEFITS

FROM DIET IMPROVEMENT lOVER 20
YEARS

Table 15 sho\'Ved the rr~axhnliln

possible benefiis from dietGry changes
of all foods I.J.S. consumers ea t.
Ho\vever, because the 1990 amendlnents
point only to FDA regulated products,
this maximUill change is adjusted
dlT~V"nV:1ard to exclude changes in the
consuID.ption of meat and poultry, since
labels for those products are not
affected. Mea t a~d poultry represent 33
percent of total fat intake for men and 30
percent for women, and this
consumption is assumed to remain
unchanged.

estimate of benefits of nutrition labeling,
the estin~lates provided in this section
help to give perspective to the benefits
obtained from food labeling. Other
health irnprovements which might take
place from a diet change include
diabetes 9 hypertension, osteoporosis,
and obesity. These changes are
expected to produce small health
benefits relative to CHD and cancer
reductions. These risk improvements
\,viH be partially obtained by FDA's
current effort on the 1990 amendments
and may be further obtained by FDA's
or any other organization's efforts to
influence the nutritional intake of the
u.s. diet.

To estimate current nutrient intakes,
information on u.s. consumption data
was obtained from the 1987 Nationwide
Food Consumption Survey (NFCS), a
self-reported food intake survey
conducted by USD..~. Next, average
DRVs were compared with actual
average intakes to estimate the
maximum potential change in nutrient
intake. Using the same methodology to
extrapolate changes in cancer and CHD
that was used in the benefits estimation,
it is estimated that 725,000 cases of
cancer and CHD are potentially
avoidable by u.s. consumers over the
next 20 years.

All of the health effects avoided from
consumers eating the DRVs for fat,
saturated fat~ and cholesterol are shown
in Table 15 below:

503,448
212,596

1,565,350

Cases of cancer and CHD avoided o

Deaths aVOIded .
Life-years gained .

1 Ref. 24.
2 Obtained by multiplying the above probabWties.

TABLE 17.-CALCUL~TiONOF DECISION

PR03ABIUTIES 1 PROBABiLITY

TA8LE 16.-~.I1AXlMUM HEALTH BENEFITS

FROM DIET CHANGES 1 FDA REGUl;\T

ED FOODS ONLY (20 YEARS)

1 Uses lagt:mes of 2 and 10 years for the occu~

renee of CHD and canCE~r respectively following a
diet change.

The numbers presented in Table 16
may seem small relative to the overall
rates of cancer and CHD in this country.
CHD9for example, claims over 500,000
lives per year and cancer approximately
514,000 per year (Ref. 33). However,
there are many reasons that food
labeling will only make a relatively
sTIlall impact on these numbers. First,
only small percentages of consumers
change their behavior in response to
new information. SecondlY9 deaths
avoided are net after subtracting
increased deaths from other causes.
That is, if someone is saved from dying
from CI-ID, he/she may die early from
something else. Thirdly, there are
competing causes for these diseases.

For cancer, Doll and Peto estimate
that approximately 35 percent of all
cancers are related to diet (Ref. 34). Yet
there are many other dietary factors
besides fat which cause cancer, such as
natural carcinogens and carcinogens
produced by storage or cooking.
Similarly, CI-ID has multiple causes
outside of fat intake, including genetic
factors, smoking, and diabetes.

i. Consumer behavior. The numbers of
life-years that might be gained from a
better diet are large, but nutrition
competes with other food attributes in
determining consumer purchases. Taste,
convenience, appearance, brand name,
and price are all important in the
decision. It is estimated t11a t
approximately 45 percent of aU
consumers are actually aware of labels,
read thCJH, and understand them. This
estima te is calculated from various
conSUHler studies of label a\vareness as
shovvn in table 17 belc\N.

Being aware 0.76
Looking for label conditional on b,eing

awa(e 0.85
Re.ading label concliUond on look~ng............ 0,92
Understanding the label conditional on

hav~ng read the label........................ 0.76
ProbabHity of being aware, reading and

u:iderstanding labels 2 0.45

However, FDA does not assume that
45 percent of all consumers 'will

725,155
308,366

2,280,549

Cases of CHD and cancer avoided .
Deaths avoided .
Life-years gained .." ..

benefits in order to be ahIe to compare
them to costs. The higher the discount
rate used, the lower the d!scounted
heal th benefits.

(b) ~Alean value approGL:h. The mean
value approach is an alternative
approach which applies a mean value to
ali early deaths, \vithout regard to the
average rernaining years of life. 1\.8 this
approach is based on revealed market
data, it avoids a problem of the former
approach in that little empirical
evidence is available to estimate how
consunlers value changes in risk for
remaining life-years.
Furthermore~some studies have

estim.ated willingness-to-pay values for
reductions in risk of dea th as high as
$8.5 million (Ref. 32). For this approach,
FDA has conservatively doubled RTIs
estimate and used $3.0 million.
Combining the discounted number of
early deaths (7,027) with a value of $3.0
million per early death avoided
produces a benefit estimate of $21
billion ($10.5 billion if $1.5 million is
used for the willingness-to-pay figure as
is done in the previous section).

FDA realizes the range of values
presented for estimating the benefits of
reducing risks to health derive from
different methodologies appearing in
economic literature. It is not clear
whether either methodology is
inherently preferable either in general or 
for this particular set of regulations.
FDA requests comments as to either the
appropriate measure to use to value
reductions in health risks or whether it
is appropriate to use bath in a range, as
has been done here.

As has been noted throughout, FDA
believes that the estimate of the health
gains derived from the SDA study is
probably an underestimate. The two
primary reasons for this belief are the
fact that no reformulation took place
during the SDA study and the
quantification of early death benefits
leave out quality of life gains from fevver
ca.ses -of CHD and cancer. Each case of
cancer and CHD that does not result in
early death still trelnendously reduces
the quality of life for both the afflicted
and those around them.

d. Perfect diet study. In addition to
estimating the benefits that derived from
conSluners behavior change, RTI
estilnated the improven1ent in risk that
vlould obtain if all consumers were to
eat a "perfect" diet. A perfect diet is
defined as the average consumer
consurrling over Hnle the DRV for fat
saturated fat, and cholesterol. This
estimate represents a baseline of
benefits which could be derived from a
diet change made by u.s.. consumers,
particularly affecting their ra tes of
Loncer and CHD. Although not an
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presently change their purchase
behavior as a result of revised labels. As
nutritional awareness expands, the very
small percentages of nutrient changes
estimated in the SDA study (around 1
percent) should increase as the number
of interested consumers increases.

VI. Options Considered

.Because much of the 1990
amendments is very prescriptive, FDA
has very little flexibility to develop
options other than with respect to the
compliance period and other options as
noted below. Most of the options
summarized below and many others of
less benefit-cost import are also
discussed in the preambies to the
various rules.

A. Compliance Period Options
The primary cost option alters the

amount of time firms have to comply
with mandatory nutrition labeling and
other labeling requirements that become
effective at the. same time. The 1990
amendments allow the Secretary to
delay the effective date for nutrition
labeling, nutrient content claims, serving
sizes, and health claims for up to 1 year
if he finds that compliance with these
provisions would cause undue economic
hardship. The following discussion will
provide information on the options of
extending the proposed 6-month
compliance period an additional 6
months (l-year compliance period) and 1
year (a compliance period of 18 months).

The first option reviewed by FDA is to
extend the compliance period for
mandatory nutrition labeling, etc.. to 1
year (a 6-month extension). Because the
length of the compliance period affects
all cost categories, except analytical
costs, extending the compliance period
would result in significant savings. The
discounted costs of this option would be
$896 million (5 percent discount rate).
This amounts to a savings of
approximately $644 million. If
discounted at 10 percent, the costs
would be $872 with a savings of $668
million.

The second option available to FDA,
extending the compliance period for
mandatory nutrition labeling, etc. to 18
months (a 1-year extension), would
result in a savings of $835 million. Total
discounted costs of this option are
estimated to be $705 million (5 percent
discount rate).

The 1990 amendments do not allow
the Secretary the option of allowing all
label changes to be effective at once
(Le., delay the implementation Gf
ingredient labeling changes until
nutrition labeling regulations are final).
Nor is it possible to extend the
compliance period beyond 18 months.

Extending the conlpliance period
would also reduce costs to food service
cslablishlnents by allowing firms to
incorporate mandated menu changes
wi th normally scheduled changes.
flowever, FDA has no information to
quantify the reduction caused by
extending the compliance period.
l'herefore, any comments suggesting an
extension of the compliance period for
these provisions should include
information as to the value to
restaurants and other food service
establishments of extending the
compliance period for these actions.

Table 18 shows the costs and benefits
of each of the above options. Benefits
will decline by a maximum 2.4 percent
with each additional 6 months extension
of time to comply, depending on how
much relabeling were to take place
during that period. Benefits decline only
because of discounting (2.4 percent). All
benefits will be obtained despite the
compliance deadlines. However,
because benefits today are preferred to
benefits tomorrow, giving firms more
time to comply with labeling will delay
benefits and reduce them by the
discount rate. In fact, this is only true
because of the finite 20-year horizon..
Benefits will decline slightly if labeling
is delayed as more cases should be
prevented over an infinite timespan.

TABLE 18.-EsTIMATED COSTS OF THE

COMPLIANCE OPTIONS 1 (IN MILLIONS

OF DOLLARS OVER 20 YEARS)

Option 1 Option 2 Option 3

Cost type 6 12 18
months months months

Mandatory labeling:
Administrative ........... 177 93 70
Analytical ................... 195' 195 195
Printing....................... 862 600 436
Inventory.................... 306 8 4

Total ............... 1.540 896 705
Benefits 2 ................... 3.600 3.513 3.429

1 Excludes voluntary labeling of raw fruit. vegeta
bles. and fish.

2 Estimate based on life-years saved. Excludes reg
ulation of restaurant menus.

B. Options for Ingredients Labeling
Provisions

FDA considered options for each of
the provisions listed in the ingredients
document that were not re'quired by the
1990 amendments. Many of the options
considered required more extensive
labeling (e.g., source labeling for
sweeteners). FDA rejected these options
where there appeared to be no market
failure. The most important option
rejected is the elimination of "and!or"
labeling for fats and oils. Because
mandatory nutrition labeling allows

consumers to discover the nutrients in
the products they consunle, the need to
eliminate "and!or" labeling for fats and
oils became irrelevant. Furthermore,
because all mandatory ingredients in
standardized foods must now be listed,
FDA will consider altering current food
standards policy.

C. Options for Percentage Juice Labeling
Provisions

In the proposed regula tion for
percentage juice labeling, different
options were considered to define the
amount of modification that could be
made to the juice counted in the
percentage juice statement. If the juice
has been modified in any way other
than concentrating it, it may not be
counted in the "contains x percent
juice" statement. For example, if the
color is removed from grape juice and
the resulting modified juice is added to a
blend of other juices, it would not be
counted as adding to the total
percentage juice. The more tightly
"modification" is defined, the less
incentive to modify the juice. It is not
clear how juice products will be affected
by this proposal, but other options for
the definition of "modification" might
allow more modification and still be
counted as juice in the percentage
statement.

D. Options for Voluntary Labeling of
Raw Produce and Seafood

In the voluntary labeling of raw fruit,
vegetables, and fish, FDA h~s chosen
the option of allowing virtually any
format to comply with this labeling. For
sampling to determine compliance, one
option considered was to include only
large supermarkets with sales of $2
million or more (approximately 31,000
stores). This would have allowed the
labeling to reach at least 80 percent of
the population. By including firms under
$2 million, an additional 6.6 percent of
the population is reached by including
an additional 68,000 stores. This
increases discounted costs over a 20
year period from $54 to 99 million to
$117 to 155 million. FDA has also
proposed to allow less than 100 percent
compliance per store and still be
counted as "in substantial compliance."
Because costs are relatively fixed,
aggregate net benefits decrease with
smaller store size and few.er consumers
utilizing individual signs.

E. Options for Health Claims

For health claim regulations, FDA is
required to process requests for new
claims rapidly. The agency has
considerable latitude concerning how
well specified the supporting data for
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either a ne\v general health claim or the
use of a claim in a brand name must be.
The more completely specified, the
lower the likelihood the potential claim
\'vi11 be denied because of small
omissions and the higher the cost of
prepa'ring the ini tial request. However,
total costs are likely to be higher with
repeated submissions. The agency vvill
look closely at this issue.

FDA vvill also have considerable
la ti tude in choosing le"'v'els of
disqnalifying nutrients V'Jith the effect
that, any food cutside of the boundaries
set for the four nutri~'nis of concern (fat~

fJaturated fat, sodium.! e:nd chol~steI'o!]

,viB be disqualified from any health
cloim unless £inns petition the agency
for an exception. The e.gency can also
choose \vhethel' or not it V'ti~i!l establish
separate procedures and standgrds for
chiim_s for supplements.

The proposed regulation of health
claims is differcn t fror.n other regula Hons
p::,opos,ed under of t~e 199? ~:rH~ndments
(except the prGposeo regulation of
nutrient content claim definitions) in
that the health claims proposal ltvould
aUo\\' firms to provide additional
infonnaHon \tvhere such firms believe
that the addHiortal information win
benefi t the Inarketing of their products.
In deternlining whfch clain.:s are to be
aHoviied, the agency tas some latitude.
That is, the agency ITIU3i 8stablish \vhat
ccnstitutes "significant scientific
ag]['ee'H1E3nt a.mong experts qualified by
"''UJl.~;'.~'-'''''.J'V training and experience '* * *'~

that the clahn is "valid" vvhen
determining 'Vvhether or not a particular
health claim VJill be allov\ted. The level
of stringency that is set JOl" vihat
constitutes significant agreernent will
affect both "Type 1" and UType II" errors
(1"\ Type I error is finding something true
vJhen it is false and a Type n error is
finding something false when it is true).
~!. Ty~e.I error ,would occur if
IHsufHClent strrngency were set and a
false claim were approved. This vlould
cause consumers to make choices
tOV'Jard foods that might be unwa~Tanted

substitution.s. On the other hand, if the
"._ of stringency is s~'t too .high~ ~
Iype II error lTIHy occur in V..:hlCh Claims
that are true are not aHo\I:J€d" In this
case, consumers Inay not be given
voJuable inforraution to help them
choose foods that contribute to better
health.

These decision rules have been
considered by t\VQ health claims
res2archers ''\Tho find that a fixed
consensus rule. requiring a high level of
consensus "assumes the costs of a Type
I error (allowing a claim that proves to
be false) are far greater than the costs of
a Type II error (prohibiting a claim that

proves to be true)" (Ref. 35). The authors
point out that a consensus rule, if
flexible, can be equivalent to an
expected value rule.

Other authors have pointed out that a
consensus is difficult to determine. An
article in the Journal of the American
Medical Association (Ref. 36) makes the
point that consensus may have as much
to do with "fashion" in medical theory
as with objective measures of the
effectiveness of the treatnlent. The
ability to reach a consistent measure of
consensus is further hampered by the
uneven state of knowledge about diet
and health in different areas (Ref. 37).
Ne'vertheless, the 1990 amendments
?il'cct t~e a.g8~.~Y to pe~mit .c!aims only
If there 13 slgruIlcant sCIentIfIc
agreernent.

In additioIl f the agency has discretion
with respect to hOi\' claims can be
worded. If a clah11 may be applied to a
specific brand of food, for example,
manufacturers vvill have a st.ronger
incentive to make such claims. If the
clainl must apply to a generic food
group, a "free ride" problem arises. That
is.) firms not udverHsing "free ride H on
the advertisin.g of those \'\tho do. This
leads to suboptiInal provision of
infGrrr~aHan aB firms are less inclined to
provide inform.alion \vhen competitors
also benefit froIn that information.
Depending on hov; health claims are
structured, tlSellers may also attempt to
inL~rnalize the benefits of generic
infoI'Ination by stating shnply that their
product possesses the desired attribute
(or lacks the 'undesired ones) \vHhout
mentioning that all competing brands do
too (Ref. 38). HO\'\lever, such a claim may
be perceived as either deceptive
advertising or spurious product
differentiation (Ref. 38). Whether or not
a claim may be applied to a specific
brand may ultimately depend on
\lvhether or not the brand has bEen
manufactured to be different from other
foods in the class or whether aU foods in
the class simply meet the definition for
the claim. An example v'lould be a food
that has reduced fat because its
ingredients are different from other
foods in the class, versus a frozen
vegetable vvhere all the vegetables meet
the definition for the claim. An example
vvould be a food that has reduced fat
because its ingredients are different
from other foods in the class, versus a
frozen vegetahIe where all the
vege,tables met the definition for the

l •
ClaIm.

F. Optjons for ServLrzg Sizes

Section 2(A)(i) of the 1990
amendments provides for packaged
foods to be 1abeled with the serving size
expressed as either a common

household measure (e.g., oz.) or the
common household unit of measure that
expresses the serving size of the food
(e.g., slice of bread). FDA has full
flexibility under the law to define what
these measures are and all nutrient
declarations will follow from these
definitions. An alternative divisor that
could have been chosen (by Congress)
for this purpose would be to express aU
foods in a single measure~ e.g., 100
grams. This type of measure would be
useful for making comparisons between
food ~Jhereas different measures~ such
as COffiiTIOn household serving sizes~

must be manipulated in order to make
these comparisons. The single measure
approach has the additional benefit of
not overloading the consumer with too
rnuch infcnnation. r~evertheless~a~

different foods are custom.arHy
consumed in different amounts, the
single measure approach is not
consistent with the 1990 amendments.

I-Iovl1ever, the option of providing
information in addition to' what is
required remains open to rnanufacturerf,
Thus, a manufacturer ~Jho wishes to
provide nutrient content information .J[Jl

a per ounce or per 100 gram basis in
addiHan to the information on a
standard serving size basis may do so.,
This type of information would help
iraprove consumer choices a.cross
produLts and thus improve the total diet
J\Jthough this additional information
may prove confusing to consumers 9

normal nlarket forces should dictate
Vi/hen and vJhere it will be useful.

G. Options for Nutrition Labeling jn
Food Service Establishments

FDA is not compelled by the 1990
amendments to require nutrition
labeling for restaurants, even those
using nutrient content claims and/or
health claims. Thus~ one option is to
require no nutrition labeling to
accompany these terms. Under this
option, eating establishments might be
able to use computerized data bases to
determine if they are within required
levels set for disqualifying nutrient8.
FDA has no information on whether or
not such data bases \vould, in fact, be
adequate1 nor on the cost of these data
bases.

An additional option is to require full
nutrition labeling for all restaurants
using health claims or nutrient content
claims on the menu or elsewhere.
Analytical tests for these nutrients, if
such testing is required, v/ouId cost
$1785 per menu item (three samples OA

the initial analysis is assumed). Firms
would also bear the cost of providing
nutrition information to the customer.
This information could be on the menu,
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a poster or sign. in a notebook, or (iny
other possible fOrIn. FIJA does not hil VP

the inforrnation to cidculatc th(~se costs.
Further, FDA could opt to require all

abbreviated form of nutrition
inforrnation for all resta uran ls llsi ng
health clainls or nutrient content clilirllS
on the nlenu. Restaurilnts v·/ould be
required. for eXclInple, to provide
inforn1ation on the an10unt of calories.
total fa t, sa tura ted fa t. tota I
carbohydra tes, protein, socii un1,
cholesterol, and the nu trient for which
the claim is rnade (if different fronl the
above nlentioned nutrients). The cost for
nutritional analyses for these nutrients
is $661 per menu item (three samples for
the initial analysis is assumed).

FDA also has several options
regarding which firms should or should
not be exernpted from any requirement
to provide nutrition labeling. rrhe
options available are: (1) to require
nutrition information in all food service
establishlnents with no exemptions, (2)
to exempt snlall res tauran ts as defined
by sales volume, or (3) to require
nutrition labeling only in restaurants
that are "chains." FDA has no
information to calculate the costs of
each of these options and requests
comments with such infornlation. Also.
any proponents of these options should
submit a comment including information
concerning the utility of data bases and
potenHal costs.

H. Federalism

Executive Order 12612 requires that a
federalism analysis be performed
\vhenever there is a question as to

I whether or not a Federal solution is
mandatory for a particular problem.
"I'his analysis should include whether or
not to refrain from a Federal standard
and encourage States to develop their
own policies to achieve program
objectives, whether or not to consult
State and local authorities for Federal
decisionmaking, and whether or not to
allow maximum flexibility for
enforcement of Federal policies by
States and Local governments.

The 1990 amendments direct FDA to
provide regulations governing the use of
health claims and nutrient content
r;laims for all food for human
l.onsumption, including restaurants.
However, in addition to regulation
directly required by the amendments.
FDA is proposing to require sonle
nutrition labeling whenever a health
clainl or nutrient content claim is used.
One option of this regula tion is to
renland to States or localities the
decision as to whether or not nutrition
labeling should be required. However.
because use of health clainls and
nutrient content claims in restaurants is

('(~qllircd to be regulated by the F(~d(~r<tl

(:()\'(~rrlnlel1t. nnd because nutrition
I<lhcling is only required when trigg(~I'(~d

hy th(~ lIS(~ of these ternlS, this nction is
ti(~d to Fe(h~r(tllaw. Further, that option
vV<Juld h;lve tvvo dra vvbacks, hO\Jvever.
First. trilvel(~rs would have Jifficulty
cornpnring nlcnu ltenls bchveen
diffen~nt lucalities. Second, the costs of
this rcgula tion \vould be increased as
chain restaurants operating in different
localities would be forced to print
different Inenus for each locality in
which they operate. States and localities
have the option of requiring full nutrition
and/ or ingredient labeling in addition to
that required by FDA. If FDA regulates
restaurant nlenus, this may raise a
Federalism issue under Executive Order
12612, and the agency welcornes
comment on this question.

1. Options for Other Prol/isions

For other actions such as definitions
of nutrient content claim definitions and
RDI's and DRV's, FDA will review
comments on the proposals r.ela tive to
definitions of Codex Alimentarius and
those adopted by U.S. trading partners
to attempt, where possible, to facilitate
international trade.

FDA has a number of nutrition panel
formats available with potentially
different costs for each format. At the
time this document was written, no
format was chosen. However, one
concern may be that the nutrition panel
size of one potential fornla t is a 240
percent increase in size over the existing
forma 1. For some products, this may
cause a more extensive label redesign of
the PDP than currently estimated.

VII. International Impacts

In accordance with Executive Order
12291 and other guidance received from
the Office of Management and Budget
(OMB), FDA has also evaluated the
effects on international trade of these
regula tions. Guidance received from
OMB requires agencies to make no
explicit distinction between domestic
and foreign resources when calcula ting
cos ts and benefits of regulations.

FDA has evaluated the costs of this
regula tion to both foreign and domestic
manufacturers jointly for all costs
except administra tive costs. It is likely
that administrative costs for foreign
firms will equal or exceed those of
domestic firms but FDA has no
information on either the number of
firms or the magnitude of the costs per
firm. FDA requests information on these
costs.

1'he United States is a signatory to
three agreements that provide for efforts
to harmonize, inter alia, food labeIs
bilaterally or internationally (Ref. 39).

The Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agn:clllPllt
provides for bilateral harn1<Jllizettion
efforts. The t\VO internalioncd
agreerncnts are the Codex Alin1(~ntilrius

COlnrnission (Codex) Hnd the Generul
i\grecn1cnt on Tariffs and Trade
(C;ATT). Codex. a subsidiary of the
United Nations' Food and Agriculture
Organization and the World llcalth
Organization, creates advisory
inforn1H lion on food labeling and
standards for its 130 member countries
with the objective of facilitating
in terna tional trade \vhile protecting
consumers' health. The GATT, an
agreement signed by 90 nations,
provides a fruluework for settling tr3 de
disagreements and for conducting
nlultilatcral trade negotiations, including
negotiations on nontariff trade barriers
such as inconsistent labeling
requirements.

The Trea tyof Rome of the European
Community (Ee) is another international
agreement with U.S. trade implications.
In working toward harmoniza tion of
food labeling requirements for its 12
menlber countries, the EC Council has
adopted a directive on nutrition labeling
and is developing another directive on
labeling claims.

Despi te increased efforts by the
United States to consider the food
labeling requirements of other countries;
comnlete harmonization of food labelin~

requirements is often not possible ~
because of differing language
requirements or other unique national
concerns.

The primary differences between the
U.S. proposed regula tions and the
provisions of Codex, Mexico, Canada,
the EC, and other trading partners are
that Illany of the mandatory provisions
are voluntary in other countries and
some of the voluntary provisions are not
permitted in other countries. These
regulations will cause foreign firms to
have to change their English label to
market their food products in the Uni ted
States. Also, because definitions of
some nutrients differ, additional
analytical testing and compliance
activities maybe required; other
requirements may simply provide
manufacturers incentive for product
reformulation. The costs for these
foreign firms should be identical to
those incurred by domestic firms to meet
the requirements of these regulations.

Some of the key differences in FDA
labeling rules con1pared to those of
Canada, the Ee, or other trading
partners, which could contribute to the
need for foreign firms to change Engli sh
food labels or conduct additional
product testing are:
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(In Millions of Dollars Over 20 Years)

TABLE 19.-EsTIMATED COSTS OF THE

COMPLIANCE OPTIONS

TABLE 20.-EsTIMATED HEALTH

EFFECTS 1 (OVER 20 YEARS)

1 Uses lagtimes of 2 and 10 years for the occur
rence of CHO and cancer, respectively following a
diet change.

70
195
436

4
705
136
841

1 3,429

18
months

Option 3

93
195
600

8
896
136

1,032
3,513

12
months

Option 2

177
195
862
306

1,540
136

1,676
3,600

6
months

Option 1

Mandatory labeling

Cost type

Administrative .
Analytical .
Printing ..
Inventory ,. .
Subtotal .
Voluntary Labeling .
Tota! costs .
Benefits 2 .

Effective date

6 ~~months months months

Cases avoided:
Cancer ..n ............... 35,179 33,356 31,533
CHD........................ 4,028 3,962 3,896
Deaths avoided..... 12,902 12,438 11,973
Ute-years gained .. 80,930 75,199 69,468

1 Benefits are reduced by discounting only be~

cause a 20-year time horizon was used.
2 Estimate based on life-years saved. Excludes

regulation of restaurant menus.

FDA has analyzed the total costs and
benefits of these proposals and has
determined that the costs exceed the
$100 million threshold, requirirJ.g the
agency to declare that these proposals
constitute in a major rule as defined by
Executive Order 12291. In accordance
with the Regulatory Flexibility Act (Pub.
L. 96-354), FDA has determined that
these proposals will have a significant
adverse impact on a substantial number
ofsmall entities, including small
businesses.

IX. References

The following references have been
placed on display in the Dockets
Management Branch (address above)
and may be seen by interested persons
between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m., Monday
through Friday.

1. Levy, A.S., O. Mathews, M. Stephenson,
J.E. Tenney. and R.E. Schucker, "The Impact
of a Nutrition Information Program 'on Food
Purchases,tt Journal ofPublic Policy and
A-larketing. pp. 1-13, 1988.

2. Leftwich, R.t "Market Failure Fallacies
and, Accounting Information,tf]ournoJ of
Accounting and Economics 2, p. 194, 1980.

3. Toumanoff. P.G., uA Positive Analysis of
the Theory of Market Failure:' Kyklose, 37, p.
530,1984.

4. Ibid.• p.. 534.

regulatory serving size falls \vithin the
range used by Canada, no trade barriers
are anticipated.

Finally, dual declaration of nutritional
content on a per serving basis and on a
100 gram (miHiliter) basis would be
permitted by FDA, Canada, and the EC~

although in contrast to the United States
and Canada, declaration on a 100 gram
(milliliter) basis is required by the EC.

(7) The voluntary declaration of
content claims. FDA would limit the use
of terms for content claims to those
defined by regulation~ some of \vhich
would differ in terminology or definition
from those in Canadian regula tions or
guidelines. The EC does not yet have a
directive on content claims.

(8) The voluntary declaration of
health claiins. FDA \tvould allow the use
of certain health claims if requirements
are met; in contrast, Canada is
prohibited by law from allowing claims
related to diet and disease on food
labels. The EC does not yet have a
directive on health claims.

(9) The voluntary nutrition labeling of
raw fruit, vegetables, and fish. FDA
would require an appropriate
compositional data base for these
products.

As before, all firms wishing to import
or export into the United States must
have two labels. Importing firms are
faced with the same relabeling costs as
u.S. firms. In addition, many are likely
to have to perform two sets 'of analytical
tests (one additional test must be
performed as a result of these proposals)
because of different definitions. An
example is the use of different
definitions for saturated fats (length of
the carbon chain). It is unclear how
much other countries will follow the
United States' lead in changing the food
label.

VIII. Summary .

Total costs of these regulations have
been estimated to be $1.5 billion. These
costs include administrative, analytical.
printing, and inventory costs, the latter
three including costs to foreign firms.
Reformulation costs were not estimated.
These costs do not include the voluntary
labeling of raw fruit, vegetables, and
fish.

Benefits are reduced risk of illnesses
such as CHD, cancer, obesity,
osteoporosis, and allergic reactions to
food ingredients. The value of these
benefits are estimated to be $3.6 billion.
Estimated costs. benefits, and estimated
health effects are shown in Tables 19
and 20 respectively:

(1) The mandatory status ofnutrition
labeling. Most food products FDA
regulates must have nutrition labeling,
whereas in Canada and the EC nutrition
labeling is largely voluntary.

(2) The expanded required content for
nutrition labeling. Nutrition labeling
IHay be limited in Canada or the EC to
the declaration of energy value, protein~

carbohydrate, and fat content unless
claims are ITtaue and additionally, in the
case of Canada, \vhen vitamins or
Ininerals are added. In contrast, FDA
would the rna ndatory listing of a
number additional food conlponents,
including St:durated fat cholesterol,
complex cdrhobydrate, sugars, dietary
fiber, sodiurn, t\!VO vitamins, and two
minerals.

(3) T'he e.ypanded optional content for
nutrition labeling and RDI's. Because of
the proposed rule's expanded list of
RDI's, FIJA would permit several
vitamins and minerals to be listed that
would not be pernlitted by Canada or
the EC and VJould also permit certain
other food components to be declared
relative to RDI's. The same food product
rnarketed in the United States, Canada,
and the EC might also require different
percentages to be listed for some
vitamin and mineral content because of
differing daily intake reference values.

(4) The definitions offood
conlponents. FDA would define
saturated fat, unsaturated fat, and
sugars differently from both Canada and
ihe Ee, with implications for the
formulation, analytical testing, and
labeling of food products. FDA would
also define carbohydrate differently
from Canada but not the EC by
excluding dietary fiber.

(5) Nutrition label for.tnat and terms.
Examples of differences between the
United States compared to Canada and
the_ EC would include the permitted use
of the aggregate category of unsaturated
fa t, the less prominent order of listing of
protein, and the terms used to describe
RDI's.

(6) The mandatory declaration of
nutritional content on a per serving
basis expressed in household measures
andparenthetically in metric units.
Canada also requires the declaration of
nutritioj al content on a per serving
basis in metric units, and permits as ~

well the declaration in household
measures (although Canada uses
Imperial measures and the United States
uses avoirdupois). Unlike Canada,
which has established guidelines for
ranges for serving si.zes to use to declare
nutritional content, FDA would require
that single regulatory reference serving
sizes serve as guidance _to declare
nutritional content and as the basis for
labeling claims. As long 8S FDA's
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Food Labeling; Declaration of
Ingredients and Food Labeling;
Dec;aration of Ingredients, Common or
Usual Name for Nonstandardized
Foods, Diluted Juice Beverages

AGENC'f': Food and Drug Adrrhinistra~ion,

lIllS.
ACTION: Proposed rule; delay of
statutory effective date.

SUMMARY: l'he Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) is announcing
changes in the statutory effective date of
the ingredient labeling provisions of the
Nutrition Labeling and Education Act of
1990 (the 1990 amendments). This action
is in response toan anlendulent of
section 10(c) of the 1990 amendments.
FDA pubUshed proposed rules to
implement the ingredient labeling
provisions on June 21. 1991 and July 2.
1991.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Carl L. Giannetta. Center for Food
Safety and Applied Nutrition (HFF-J12J.
Food and Drug Administration, 200 C
Street. SW., \'Vashington. DC 20204,202--
4flS-{),229.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Secticn J
of the 1990 amendments modified
section 403(0 of the Federal Food.· Drul-:
and Cosmetic Act (the act) to require the
declaration of all ingredients in
standardized foods, the declara tion of
certified color additives in foods. and
the declaration. on the information
panel. of the percentage of a fruit or
vegetable juice in a food purpo Hng to
bea beverage containing 'fruit or




